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J

oining land, labor, and capital, Information and Communications Technology (ICT) is
now the fourth production factor, with ICT infrastructure shifting from a supporting
element to a key part of the production system. ICT is predicted to become the
impetus for industrial transformations as well.
The financial industry is undergoing an ICT-enabled digitalization process which
includes customers, currencies, products, marketing activities, and services — the purpose
being to use data-driven forces to shorten the go-to-market cycle of financial products and
to provide cost-effective delivery to end customers — all through innovative services, such
as smart terminals and social media.
The emerging Energy Internet revolution aims to provide clean, efficient energies with
zero-marginal costs — the implication being to manifest itself in huge smart terminals, Big
Data-based service systems, and cloud-based open platforms. Ubiquitous ICT technologies
are transforming the production, consumption, and operation patterns of the energy industry.
The ‘content-centered’ model of the media industry is moving to an IP-based, ‘usercentered’ model. This transition requires television stations to transform in multiple areas,
including user experiences, production and broadcasting models, and capital operation.
Although our world continues to see amazing advances in science, technology, medicine,
and other industries, we also see increases in crime and violent acts. Organizations committed to protect civilians, such as police forces, Emergency Medical Technicians (EMTs),
and firefighters, find that keeping our cities secure is more and more difficult.
The benefits of new ICT developments have helped ‘safe cities’ mitigate the damages
brought on by criminal events. According to law enforcement sources, compared with
violent events in the past, more recent ICT-based safe cities that have experienced similar
violence have reduced police dispatch time from 10 minutes to 4.5 minutes; cut the crime
rate by 30 percent; increased the case clearance rate from 15 to 60 percent; and increased
residents’ satisfaction rate from 60.2 to 98.3 percent.
As economies worldwide undergo critical transformations, leading ICT infrastructure
provider, Huawei, offers innovative integrated, one-stop ‘cloud-pipe-device’ services.
In addition, Huawei partners with various industries to foster continuous innovations.
Through its continuous enterprise support in finance, energy, transportation, government,
education, media, and healthcare industries, Huawei accelerates industrial transformations,
promoting social progress that allows more people and enterprises to enjoy the benefits of
a digital economy.▲
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facing customers trying to get faster insights from data:
performance, complexity, and efficiency.
By packing the power of an entire data center into an
easy-to-use, one-rack-unit-size device, the Ryft ONE
streamlines and accelerates the analysis of both batch and
streaming data. Ryft also drastically increases efficiency
by using less power than a hair dryer to bring faster data
analysis closer to the source of data, so organizations
using Spark clusters can unlock greater value and insight
from Internet of Things and other remote data sources.

| Source: PR Newswire

Deep Data Visualization Launched by deltaDNA
SAN FRANCISCO, California, U.S.A., and EDINBURGH,
Scotland, Nov. 12, 2015 — Big Data game analytics and marketing company deltaDNA today unveiled powerful new technology
designed to empower data scientists and marketers to better understand the patterns emerging from their game.
The new platform functionality enhances deltaDNA’s existing
Direct Access, data mining, and slice & dice features, by exposing
the entire game data-set to deep data graphing and charting functionality, including pivot charting.
This enables analysts and marketers to replace the guesswork
with clarity, by visualizing every aspect of the game data, including
player competence, aggression, strategic ability, and social interaction. Users can also visualize and compare how player performance
changes by game level, device, territory, and spending behavior.

Procera Networks Launches eVolution™ Virtual
Experience Probe for Broadband Operators
FREMONT, California, U.S.A., Nov. 16, 2015 — Procera
Networks, Inc., the global Subscriber Experience Company, today
announced the release of its game-changing Virtual Experience
Probe, eVolution™. Engineered to deliver intelligence to realtime analytics systems, eVolution is an all-virtual data enablement
solution that empowers fixed, cable, mobile, and Wi-Fi operators
to enhance the subscriber experience, by providing contextual
intelligence they can act upon immediately. Rather than simply
providing raw byte counts that are delivered by traditional probing
systems, eVolution provides a broader subscriber view that enables
an operator to take advantage of the intelligence in real time.

Universal Input Reference Design Provides Accuracy
and Flexibility for Industrial Sensors
SAN JOSE, California, U.S.A., Nov. 16, 2015 — Industrial
automation engineers can now achieve highly accurate measurements for their system designs with the MAXREFDES67# Analog
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Front-End (AFE) universal input Micro PLC reference design from
Maxim Integrated Products, Inc..
As high-resolution systems move to higher bit counts, they
become more sensitive to noise, making such systems difficult to
build and maintain accuracy. MAXREFDES67# is a unique 24-bit
AFE reference design that overcomes this challenge. Capable of
accepting four different signals, the MAXREFDES67# universal
analog input requires no jumpers and is 100 percent software
configurable.
To meet Industry 4.0 requirements, Maxim partnered with Wurth
Electronics Midcom to customize a power isolation transformer
that is energy efficient and compact enough to fit in Maxim’s
credit-card sized Micro PLC form factor.

RWE Releases the Lemonbeat Internet of Things
Protocol in North America
SAN FRANCISCO, California, U.S.A., Nov. 17, 2015 /Canada
News Wire/ — RWE Effizienz GmbH, owner and operator of one
of Europe’s leading home automation systems, has extended access
to the “Lemonbeat smart Device Language” (LsDL), a universal
communications protocol for the Internet of Things, to developers
and manufacturers of Internet-compatible devices in North America.
As a common language for a variety of applications, wide adoption of Lemonbeat promises to remove the interoperability barriers
that have previously hampered the development of the Internet
of Things. In particular, LsDL is independent from transmission
methods, such Ethernet, WLAN, Bluetooth, Powerline, and
Thread, enabling any device to connect and interact seamlessly and
autonomously with other devices, regardless of manufacturer or
application. In addition, LsDL uses proven XML Internet standards
and IPv6 technology to offer numerous technological advantages.

Sensory’s TrulySecure 2.0 Raises the Bar for
Biometric Security
SANTA CLARA, California, U.S.A., Nov. 17, 2015 — Sensory,
a Silicon Valley company enhancing user experience and security

for consumer electronics, today announced the availability of TrulySecure
2.0, the next generation of FIDO Certified™ multimodal biometric authentication technology. Seamlessly fusing the two biometric modalities
of face and voice, TrulySecure 2.0 builds on Sensory’s strengths in speech
processing, computer vision, neural networks, and deep learning to offer the
most user-friendly, extremely secure and accurate multimodal authentication technology ideal for applications including device unlock, application
login, and mobile payments. Additionally, Sensory today announced its new
TrulySecure partner program that provides a significant discount and many
benefits to App developers interested in trying, testing, or deploying Apps
featuring TrulySecure 2.0 biometric authentication.

Sonics Upgrades SoC Development Environment and
Flagship NoC
MILPITAS, California, U.S.A., Nov. 17, 2015 — Sonics, Inc., the world’s
foremost supplier of Network-on-a-Chip (NoC) technologies and services
today introduced new versions of its SonicsStudio® System-on-Chip (SoC)
development environment and SonicsGN® NoC. Sonics has enhanced the
Director graphical user interface in SonicsStudio release 8.1 to be more
responsive with larger SoC designs and to deliver fast, static performance
analysis that aids designers in optimizing their SoC architecture to satisfy
their application requirements across the full range of system use cases.
SonicsGN release 3.1 includes a new timeout error detection capability that
identifies IP cores that fail to accept or complete their required transactions.
Such error conditions typically result from either software defects in IP
core programming or transient hardware failures. In addition, Sonics has
improved its legacy interface support for ARM AMBA-based SoC designs.

Ryft Scales and Accelerates Spark Big Data Analytics
Performance by 100x
ROCKVILLE, Md., U.S.A., Nov. 17, 2015 — Ryft, the performance leader
for data search and analysis today announced the company debuted a native
integration with Spark that brings the 100x power and performance of the
Ryft ONE to Spark ecosystems while also streamlining the infrastructure
required to extract insights from high-volume, velocity, and variety Big
Data. The Ryft Connector for Spark solves three of the biggest challenges

PLUMgrid Integrates with Rackspace Private
Cloud Powered by OpenStack
LOS ANGELES, California, U.S.A., Nov. 17, 2015 —
PLUMgrid, a leader of secure and scalable SDN and NFV
solutions for OpenStack® clouds, announced today at
Rackspace::Solve® that the PLUMgrid Open Networking
Suite (ONS) is now integrated with Rackspace® Private
Cloud Powered by OpenStack.
Rackspace Private Cloud powered by OpenStack delivers a scalable, production-ready private cloud powered by
OpenStack and is backed by an industry-leading SLA. It
can be deployed in a Rackspace or customer’s data center
and is managed by Rackspace OpenStack experts.

Intelligent Machine Accelerator Launches with
Industry Focus
SAN FRANCISCO, California, U.S.A., Nov. 19, 2015
— Early-stage venture capital firm Comet Labs has announced today the launch of their intelligent machines
(robotics and artificial intelligence) accelerator program.
They focus on startups building intelligent machine solutions in specific industry verticals.
Comet Labs accelerates startups’ product and customer
development cycles by pairing them with the most experienced mentors in their field and by opening up access to
industry partners, capital, and data sets. They do this by
leveraging their investors and corporate partners, which
include some of the world’s largest global manufacturing,
agriculture, and healthcare companies.
The Comet Labs team has startup and research experience from universities like Stanford, MIT, Cambridge,
and Oxford. They understand product development, goto-market strategy and B2B sales from first-hand experience.▲
All logos, products, and company names are trademarks
of their respective owners.
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| By Ronald Wright Raffensperger, CTO, Data Center Solutions, IT Product Line, Huawei Technologies, Inc.

R

unning an IT organization is a challenging act of balancing priorities and urgencies. Putting in place
a robust infrastructure to handle today’s needs while trying to foresee future requirements is hard
enough. But when you throw in the interruptions and troubleshooting that inevitably arise from
hardware and software problems, running IT is definitely not for the faint of heart.

Over the last few years, most organizations
have moved to virtualization for improved efficiency of their computing infrastructure. This
first step moves the IT infrastructure to be more
like cloud computing and is very cost-effective.
Unfortunately, just transitioning to virtualization
is only part of the journey; unfinished issues still
exist related to rapid and automatic scale-up or
scale-down as the demands change for application workloads. Enterprises also need a way to
provide IT and non-IT users with their own cloud
computing environments.

Leveraging ITaaS
Collectively, these capabilities have come to be
known as IT-as-a-Service (ITaaS). They allow
companies to gain productivity and time-to-market advantages from public clouds like Amazon
Web Services (AWS) while still maintaining
control of sensitive corporate information assets.
ITaaS also reinforces “data center” solutions for
internal services using in-house cloud resources
through an external cloud-based service provider
or some combination in between. As a result, in
order for any organization to achieve ITaaS, a
number of areas must be addressed:
• Applications: Most application services have
to be modified to take advantage of auto-scaling.
Which ones can actually benefit from this technology, and what is the Return on Investment
(ROI)?
• Security: If groups can independently create virtualized resources and use them without
management by IT, can security of the existing
and future environments be ensured?
• Shared Resource Capacity: Networking and
storage are typically shared resources, and the
same is true for ITaaS computing. As new applications are introduced independently, can availability and capacity of these shared resources be
ensured?
• Management: Many existing IT management
systems are unable to provide the key information necessary to effectively monitor and manage
virtualized environments, including capacity and

utilization of all shared resources.
For those of you who have managed to implement all of these capabilities and have put ITaaS
into operation, congratulations. But are you done
now? Are you prepared for a bright future that
supports all of your emerging business needs?
The answer, sadly, is probably “No,” and the
reason is that the requirements for IT are evolving quickly and in multiple directions. Several
research firms have identified major trends that are
impacting IT, and while each is slightly different,
a few common themes emerge: Mobile, Internet
of Things (IoT), Big Data, and cloud computing.
When looking at these market influences, basic
requirements related to data and flexibility become
necessary for organizations to survive and thrive
in tomorrow’s IT world. While normal business
data expands as organizations grow and mature,
mobile and the IoT generate data that takes on
new forms and has the potential to explode the
existing infrastructure by adding orders of magnitude to the volumes of data with which companies
must deal. With IoT in particular, the types of data
will be very different from the orderly database
information that most companies are familiar with
handling; many existing strategies and storage
platforms are ill-equipped to efficiently process
these emerging data types.

ITaaS allows
companies to gain
productivity and timeto-market advantages
from public clouds
while still maintaining
control of sensitive
corporate information
assets. ITaaS also
reinforces “data
center” solutions. >>

Adapting to Mobile
The subject of flexibility is more complicated
since IT needs to accommodate the concepts of
cloud computing and Big Data as well as mobile
devices and IoT. As more enterprises grasp the
full impact of mobile, they find that it changes
most of the underlying assumptions about how
IT supports the organization. Specifically, mobile
has the following unique set of requirements and
characteristics:
• Unpredictability: Mobile, even for relatively
well-understood applications like order entry
and customer information query, exhibits entirely new patterns of use. Traditional expectations
of ‘busy hours’ are thrown out the window;
usage turns out to be exceptionally peaky with
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In order to
respond quickly
to market needs,
applications may
never be completely
finished, leaving IT
organizations in a
'perpetual beta' mode
of operation. >>
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amplitude swings of five to ten times in short
periods of time.
• Availability: Users, from customers to partners
and employees, use mobile during working and
non-working hours, emphasizing the rapid dependence for always-on, always-available capabilities.
• Change Management: Traditional IT applications have stable, relatively long development
cycles driven by changes in internal processes
and requirements. Mobile applications, on the
other hand, often emerge from external factors
— everything from changes required for compatibility with new versions of mobile operating
systems to changes driven by mobile applications
interacting with other mobile applications. These
requirements are not subject to long-term planning and scheduling but must be executed on
timelines that are not under the control of IT.
• User Expectations: Mobile App users are accustomed to rapid changes and quickly evolving
functionality. Tracking user behaviors, testing
different methods of user interaction, and successfully delivering revised functionality all point
to the need for new paradigms of development,
testing, and deployment.
When we look at the implications of these
factors, we begin to understand the requirements
for cloud computing and Big Data. Without the
cloud, it would not be possible to implement
applications within IT that offer the availability,
Tool
Ruby
Python
Go
GitHub
OpenStack
Docker
Cloud Foundry
Hadoop
Spark
Kubernetes
Chef
Jenkins
Puppet

Use
Development
Development
Development
Development
Framework
Framework
Platform
Platform
Platform
Operations
Operations
Operations
Operations

Table — Key Open Source IT Software
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scalability, and flexibility required by mobile
applications. Moreover, without the ability to
utilize Big Data techniques, it is impossible to
take advantage of all the information available
and successfully utilize the insights from that
information to improve the enterprise.

Coping with the
future of IT is
not simple; each
IT organization
has to accept
the need to build
the skills and
philosophies
that come
in response
to the major
influences of
Mobile, IoT, Big
Data, and cloud
computing. >>

The Future of IT
Now let’s look a little more carefully at the
implied requirements for tomorrow’s IT applications. First, they should be thought of and delivered as “mobile first.” This means considering
functionality from the standpoint of a user with
restricted screen space and restricted bandwidth.
Application designers must carefully structure the
user interaction to allow simple implementation
of web-based applications and further reduce the
development efforts. The impact of this truth was
brought home recently when Google decided to
prioritize search results for mobile devices based
on the availability of “mobile-friendly” websites.
The second requirement is the need to think differently about the structure of applications. In order
to leverage the strengths of cloud architectures and
meet the development cycle expectations driven
by mobile, applications can no longer be designed
expecting high-reliability infrastructure and primary/fail-over types of software. It is necessary
to expect that application architectures and their
underlying infrastructures will fail and then graceDescription
Software development language
Software development language
Software development language
Software repository
Virtualization framework for heterogeneous “cloud”
Containers for next-generation micro-services
Platform to simplify development
Big Data core capability (Map/Reduce)
Big Data for querying large data sets
Automated management for containers
Configuration management
Continuous integration tools
Configuration management

fully deal with that failure. This shift from “reliable”
to “fault-tolerant” has profound implications, not
the least for allowing developers to meet fast-cycletime requirements — because the best way to make
applications fault tolerant is to change their structures
from monolithic to fragmented. In the world of cloud
services, this fragmentation is often referred to as
“building applications using micro-services.”
These changes in philosophy extend to the definition of when applications are finished. In order to
respond quickly to market needs, applications may
never be completely finished, leaving IT organizations in a ‘perpetual beta’ mode of operation. This
is not only a challenge for the development, testing,
and operations organizations, but also creates potential conflicts with expectations outside of the IT
organization. To successfully operate in perpetual
beta mode, enterprises are advised to adopt agile
and DevOps software engineering protocols. These
require re-thinking the relationships between development and operational groups in IT and also with
both internal and external users. New tools must be
mastered that are highly disruptive to traditional IT
environments, as working with open-source software
requires a new way to acquire and support development, testing, and operational tools.

Open-Source Toolbox
The decision to use open-source tools for the development and support of business-critical applications is a major step. Typically, IT organizations
align with partners who are adept at packaging and
supporting open-source environments in forms
that suit their business goals. In most cases, these
organizations should also be deeply committed to
the continuous success of open-source projects, as
evidenced by their participation in the development
of the tools themselves. The appropriate techniques
vary depending on the needs and maturity of each IT
organization.

Stay Ahead of Disruption
Coping with the future of IT is not simple; each IT
organization has to accept the need to build the skills
and philosophies that come in response to the major
influences of Mobile, IoT, Big Data, and cloud
computing.
You can be sure that your competitors — including startups and other non-traditional players — will
seek the opportunities for disruption presented by
these trends. Adapt or perish, face the future headon, and let the cloud reshape and redefine your IT
platform to raise the bottom line.▲
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Cloud Transformation Drives
Digital Economy
Peter Lee (Li Yang)

| By Peter Lee (Li Yang), Data Center Marketing Director, and Ahtasham Rabbani, Senior Marketing
Manager, IT Product Line, Huawei Technologies, Inc.

T

he technical architecture of the Internet is empowered by a cloud-based infrastructure that relies
on standardized IT hardware to support the accelerated introduction of new services and reduction
of costs. This scale-out approach improves service processing capabilities and simplifies capacity
expansion. Related technologies, such as distributed cloud computing and high-performance x86 servers,
transform the path for building cloud data centers, which is the most effective way for modern businesses to
expand, operate efficiently, and exceed service goals.

Ahtasham Rabbani

Service-driven
distributed cloud
data centers will
be essential for
companies that
wish to grow
their business
for decades to
come. >>

Shifting Business Models
To thrive in the digital economy, Huawei believes
that it is inevitable that existing enterprise networks
will be transformed into cloud-based businesses using
IT technologies where control and service layers are
software-based and run on flexible architectures based
on general-purpose computers. Forecasts indicate that
future network construction will be based on open,

distributed, and software-defined cloud data centers.
The Huawei Cloud Data Center Solution helps ease
this transition with the Service Driven-Distributed
Cloud Data Center (SD-DC²) architecture that defines
physical resources by policy to implement Data
Center-as-a-Service (DCaaS) platforms. This solution is providing services and generating substantial
revenue across many private and public sectors,

from governments and public utilities to telecommunication carriers, energy and electricity
providers, and enterprises large and small. The
core of the SD-DC² solution is FusionSphere,
which is a Huawei-developed Cloud Operating
System (OS) based on an OpenStack framework.
The FusionSphere architecture forms a standard,
shared pool of cloud resources consisting of servers, storage, and networks.
By migrating existing services such as ValueAdded Services (VASs) and Business Support
Systems (BSSs) to the cloud, the FusionSphere
solution supports elastic resource expansion and
automatic service deployments that help enterprises improve resource utilization and reduce
operating costs. Using automated process orchestration allows new services to be easily deployed
using the Network Management System (NMS).
The NMS enables convenient installation of
hardware, operating systems, middleware, and
applications. The result is that new services can
go “live” much more quickly in response to new
service demands or market changes.
The SD-DC² solution utilizes cloud computing technologies to create the pillars of the next
generation of services across industries. Globally,
over 500 strategic partners and more than 1,100
solution partners have joined with Huawei to
expand this open ecosystem.

Hardware Innovations
The hardware layer consists primarily of servers,
storage equipment, and networks. Based on R&D
expertise gained through the development of
custom silicon and system-wide hardware design,
Huawei has reached three key achievements:
Scale-up: Excellent Performance per Node
In addition to providing mainstream servers and
storage equipment for a variety of applications,
Huawei provides high-end servers (RH5885) and
storage devices (OceanStor18000) that enable
core database applications to operate at the most
extreme levels of performance.
Scale-out: Node Expansion Capacity
Huawei designed and developed distributed,

•

•
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multiple-node servers and storage devices that
support elastic capacity expansion. Typical
devices include the X8000, a high-density rack
server, and OceanStor9000, a mass storage
device.
Convergence: Integration for Simplicity
Some applications such as Big Data analytics
need to process large amounts of data in short
time periods. These requirements cannot be
met by the bandwidth and delay limitations of
traditional, loosely coupled architectures. The
Huawei FusionServer E9000 is a new-generation
blade server that integrates computing, storage,
switching, and management subsystems to form
a powerful converged infrastructure platform.

•

Software-Defined X

In addition
to providing
hardware solutions
that are versatile
for a wide range of
enterprise needs,
the FusionSphere
Cloud OS
leverages the
advantages of
its OpenStack
framework to
provide openness,
compatibility,
and standard
interfaces. >>

In addition to providing hardware solutions that
are versatile for a wide range of enterprise needs,
the FusionSphere Cloud OS leverages the advantages of its OpenStack framework to provide
openness, compatibility, and standard interfaces.
Global telecommunications carriers, for example,
have business operations in multiple countries
and regions around the world. To meet the needs
of global telecommunication carriers, Huawei’s
distributed cloud architecture forms large-scale
resource pools that enable unified resource management that facilitates the scheduling of services
across regions and DCs.
Computing Virtualization
Huawei provides an enhanced Kernel-based
Virtual Machine (KVM) virtualization engine
to implement seamless interworking with the
OpenStack Nova service. In addition, advanced
technologies, such as CPU binding, Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) affinity policies,
HugePages, and second-level hardware fault
detection, provide carrier-class virtualization
resources, especially for mission-critical applications that require optimal performance and reliability. A cascading function based on OpenStack
supports the deployment of millions of Virtual
Machines (VMs) and an infinite capacity for
expanding cloud resource pools.

•
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A global market with
the full expectation
of 24/7 use is driving
the advancement
of online services
that require faster
deployments,
higher operating
efficiencies, and
improved reliability.
>>
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• Software-Defined Storage

Huawei’s FusionStorage distributed storage
engine supports seamless interworking with the
OpenStack Block Storage Cinder. The softwaredefined storage service virtualizes the local disks
of servers into a unified pool of storage resources
and evenly distributes sliced-data volumes across
the entire pool. Cinder assures reliable data protection by storing data copies across nodes or cabinets based on service requirements. Each cluster
supports a maximum of 1,024 physical servers and
delivers an Input/Output Operations Per Second
(IOPS) performance 3 to 5 times the performance
of traditional Storage Area Network (SAN) and
Network-Attached Storage (NAS) solutions.
Software-Defined Networking
Seamless interworking with the OpenStack
Neutron service is possible with programmable
data center switches, virtual switches, virtual service gateways, Virtual Extensible LAN (VxLAN)

•

tunnels, and SDN controller technologies that
compile SDN functionality for use by physical
and virtual networks.
Software-Controlled Power Supply and
Cooling
Power supply and cooling systems are automatically adjusted based on the electrical load of the
physical devices. Along with the use of natural
cooling and energy-saving methods, Huawei’s
‘green’ power and cooling solution delivers maximum efficiency with an excellent Power Usage
Effectiveness (PUE) rating of 1.2.

•

Business-Driven Services
A global market with the full expectation of 24/7
use is driving the advancement of online services
that require faster deployments, higher operating
efficiencies, and improved reliability.
Virtual Data Center
Virtual Data Centers (VDCs) resolve issues that

•

have typically delayed the commission
of new data centers, such as slow service
rollouts, failure to meet contracted Service
Level Agreements (SLAs), and complex
maintenance protocols. VDCs support the
orchestration of hybrid virtual and physical
IT resources via a unified management program that maintains control over widely
distributed physical sites and the abstraction
of those resources to form virtual entities
based on the organizational and business
requirements of each client or subscriber.
VDCs ensure the allocation of cloud
service resources based on contracted SLA
tiers classified as gold, silver, and bronze
levels. For example, during peak hours, a
VDC will automatically increase the availability of specific resources, including the
reclamation of unused resources where peak
service volumes have fallen. This ensures
that service SLAs are a primary component
for prioritizing resource utilization.
Unified Management
ManageOne is a unified data center management platform for SD-DC². Compatible with
over 3,000 industry software and hardware
vendors, ManageOne has the capacity to
manage multiple data centers concurrently
and for each single physical facility to host
multiple VDCs that are able to provide different resources at different SLA levels for
different departments.
With ManageOne, resource construction
and use can be independent of each other.
ManageOne achieves a ten-fold improvement
in efficiency by unifying the management of
multiple data centers, cloud and non-cloud
resources, heterogeneous virtual platforms,
and complex Operation and Maintenance
(O&M) activities.

•

Monetizing Big Data

Huawei SD-DC² Architecture
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FusionInsight is Huawei’s software platform, which provides regular technological
updates for Big Data storage, query, and

Huawei Cloud Data
Center solutions
provide a flexible
ICT platform that
improves resource
use with capabilities
such as remote
provisioning and
automatic services
deployment across
resource pools. >>

analysis. Developed with a highly reliable,
secure, and easy-to-use O&M system, as
well as full data modeling middleware,
FusionInsight allows businesses to better
identify and capitalize on the business value
embedded in massive quantities of data.
Using the latest contributions from the
Hadoop open-source community, FusionInsight provides open interfaces that are
compatible with existing development and
use environments that enable businesses to
maximize the asset value and revenue potential of the uncorrelated information hiding
within the Big Data heap.

SD-DC² for Growth
Huawei Cloud Data Center solutions provide a flexible ICT platform that improves
resource use with capabilities such as remote provisioning and automatic services
deployment across resource pools. The
FusionSphere Cloud OS supports multiple
vendor environments by providing standard
APIs through an OpenStack framework.
ManageOne software delivers operational
efficiency and flexibility for managing
products and solutions from a wide range of
vendors. The ManageOne unified management tool also supports service-oriented,
end-to-end monitoring.
Superior performance converts services
into revenue by assuring the high availability of critical IT resources by reducing the
I/O bottlenecks that throttle data throughput.
The positive impact of FusionSphere on
Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) allows for
new services to be activated with the shortest lead times.
Service continuity and redundant disaster
recovery mechanisms are necessities in a 24/7
world. Zero data loss without the interruption
of services is the standard measure throughout the worldwide fabric of distributed cloud
data centers for the continuing forward movement of the digital economy.▲
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OpenStack Powers Data Center
Transformation
Anni Lai

Data centers
need the
scalability,
agility, and cost
effectiveness of
OpenStack. >>

| By Anni Lai, Data Center Solutions, IT Product Line, Huawei Technologies, Inc.

OpenStack is
designed to meet
the needs of public
and private clouds
of any size by being
simple to implement
and massively
scalable. The
FusionSphere cloud
operating system,
built on OpenStack,
is a demonstration
of Huawei’s
commitment to the
entire OpenStack
ecosystem. >>

T

he OpenStack cloud operating system offers an open-source approach for virtualizing data centers
to handle today’s biggest IT challenges — from Big Data to the Internet of Things (IoT). Many
enterprises and service providers are looking to OpenStack to help transform their data centers into
scalable, automated fabrics of physical resources and virtualized services. These heterogeneous data centers,
controlled by software automation and Application Program Interfaces (APIs), help reinforce the DevOps
model of software delivery for innovating mobility, social media, and many other types of applications that
rely on Network Functions Virtualization (NFV).

Huawei is using OpenStack to help transform data
centers to deal cost effectively with growing numbers
of users, application services, devices, and traffic.

Parts That Work Together
OpenStack is designed to meet the needs of public
and private clouds of any size by being simple to
implement and massively scalable.

OpenStack is supported by a global community
of developers that is managed by the OpenStack
Foundation, a non-profit corporation established
in 2012. More than 800 companies have joined the
project, including AT&T, Ubuntu, HP, IBM, Intel,
Rackspace, Redhat, SUSE, Huawei, Apitra, CCAT,
Cisco, DreamHost, EMC, Ericsson, Hitachi, Juniper,
Mirantis, NEC, NetApp, Symantec, Yahoo, Odin,

OpenStack Plays a Central Role in the FusionSphere Cloud OS
and recently Google. The community includes
more than 18,000 individual members from 140
countries.
The OpenStack software is written as a group
of related projects for controlling large pools of
computing, storage, and networking resources
throughout a data center. These resource pools
are managed through a web-browser dashboard
or via the OpenStack API.
OpenStack consists of the following modules:
• Compute (Nova).
• Image Service (Glance).
• Object Storage (Swift).
• Dashboard (Horizon).
• Identity Service (Keystone).
• Networking (Neutron).
• Block Storage (Cinder).
• Orchestration (Heat).
• Telemetry (Ceilometer).
• Database (Trove).
• Elastic Map Reduce (Sahara).
• Bare Metal Provisioning (Ironic).
• Multiple Tenant Cloud Messaging (Zaqar).
• Shared File System Service (Manila).
• DNS as a Service (Designate).
• Security API (Barbican).
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Ideal for heterogeneous infrastructures,
OpenStack works with other enterprise and opensource technologies. Because OpenStack APIs
are compatible with Amazon’s Elastic Compute
Cloud (EC2) and Simple Storage Service (S3),
client applications written for Amazon Web
Services can be ported to discrete OpenStack environments.

Why OpenStack?
OpenStack offers several advantages over proprietary solutions:
• Fast Innovation: The OpenStack platform
has made tremendous progress in just three years
with contributions from a large developer and
user community as well as leadership and support
from sponsoring companies. Going forward, the
OpenStack community shows every promise of
developing and refining functionality faster than
possible by any single company working on a
proprietary solution.
• Better Quality Assurance: As an open-source
project, OpenStack has a large population of
users and developers testing the software and
working on bug fixes in different environments.
Many vendors help with interoperability testing
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The Huawei SD-DC2 is a
reference architecture
for converged
data centers. The
architectural goal of SDDC2 is the consolidation
and virtualization of
computing, storage, and
networking resources
across one or more
physical data centers. >>
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and certification. Huawei has teams in the
U.S., China, Israel, and Europe dedicated to
interoperability and quality assurance testing
with OpenStack-related products.
• Assured Interoperability: OpenStack allows
for mixed hypervisor environments that will
diversify over time — resulting in the further
simplification of management, decreases in
data center cost, and reduction of risk.
• No Vendor Lock-in: OpenStack supports all
hardware vendors and software technologies
that comply with OpenStack standards and
APIs. This characteristic is advantageous for
minimizing the time and cost for integration.
• Investment Protection: OpenStack is
expected to have a greater longevity than any
proprietary cloud platform due to wide user
support and investments made by many vendors. The utilization of OpenStack is expected

to grow exponentially as enterprise adoption
expands.

Huawei and OpenStack
The FusionSphere 5.0 cloud operating system,
built on OpenStack, is a demonstration of
Huawei’s commitment to the entire OpenStack
ecosystem. In 2014 and 2015, Huawei’s contributions to OpenStack code releases have
placed it among the top ten companies in the
OpenStack community. Currently, a Gold
member of the OpenStack Foundation, Huawei
intends to continue the company’s contributions to the foundation, as well as its developer
and user communities.
Based on native OpenStack, FusionSphere
supports all hypervisors, software applications,
and hardware products certified for OpenStack.
Contributions from Huawei include enhance-

ments for improving performance, reliability,
security, ease-of-use, compatibility, automation,
and management of OpenStack in commercialuse environments. Implemented on native
OpenStack plug-ins and drivers, Huawei’s
enhancements have made no changes to the
OpenStack trunk code, assuring that third-party
hardware drivers are easily integrated into
FusionSphere.

FusionSphere Reference Architecture
The Huawei Service-Driven Distributed Cloud
Data Center (SD-DC 2) is a reference architecture for converged data centers. The architectural goal of SD-DC2 is the consolidation
and virtualization of computing, storage, and
networking resources across one or more physical data centers.
FusionSphere provides a unified management environment for super-large data centers
provisioned with millions of virtual hosts. By
basing FusionSphere on OpenStack, Huawei
ensures that FusionSphere is compatible with
the widest array of heterogeneous physical
resources and software platforms. All physical
and virtual resources, from one or more vendors, in the cloud or bare metal, can be pooled
under the control of one standardized, unified
management system.

Carrier Optimization

Huawei’s Service-Driven Distributed Cloud Data Center
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The FusionSphere hypervisor includes communication performance technology optimized for
carrier-class applications. The virtualized cloud
resource scheduling engine allocates resources
based on the “affinity” between network elements. Performance-priority policies can be
invoked to ensure that Virtual Machines (VMs)
working to provide any particular service function are within the same physical cluster to
minimize latency.
FusionSphere also includes High Availability
(HA) and Fault Tolerance (FT) features for
minimizing application and system downtime,
including resource redundancy, fault detection,

The main drivers
of OpenStack
adoption are the
continuing efforts
to avoid vendor
lock-in, enable
faster innovation,
improve
scalability, and
increase cost
effectiveness.
OpenStack
is playing a
significant role in
driving data center
transformation. >>

and automated fault recovery.
FusionSphere implements a distributed
Software-Defined Storage (SDS) system that
minimizes I/O latency and supports storage
scale-out. Storage capacity is managed as a
set of resource pools from which applicationoriented resources are applied in the most
cost-effective way for each type of application. The intelligent storage resource optimizes scheduling for both utilization and performance.

Virtualized Networking
FusionSphere virtualization uses a network
component overlay based on Software-Defined
Networking (SDN) and Virtual Extensible
LAN (VxLAN) to construct full-mesh Layer 2
networks.
With a global awareness of physical and
logical topologies, as well as active QoS policies, the SDN controller will dynamically select
optimal routing paths. The SDN controller will
also dynamically modify WAN routing policies
over data center links for efficiency and cost
management purposes. These SDN controller
functions are centrally managed and based on
open standards.
In addition to supporting SDN functionality,
the FusionSphere OS is an ideal platform for
hosting the NFV Infrastructure (NFVI) initiatives currently underway with many the world’s
major telecommunication carriers.

Going Forward
OpenStack will continue to evolve and add
new services with each release. Many solid
OpenStack use cases have already emerged
from Fortune 100 enterprises ranging from
Disney and AT&T to RackSpace and Comcast.
The main drivers of OpenStack adoption are
the continuing efforts to avoid vendor lock-in,
enable faster innovation, improve scalability,
and increase cost effectiveness. OpenStack is
playing a significant role in driving data center
transformation.▲
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NFV Connects the World
Liu Hao

The world could
soon see 460
LTE networks
serving 100
million VoLTE
subscribers, with
more than half
using NFV. >>

| By Liu Hao, Senior Manager, Core Network Marketing, Huawei Technologies, Inc.

L

ong-Term Evolution (LTE) network construction is mushrooming, and operators are accelerating
Voice over LTE (VoLTE) network construction. For example, SKT, LGU+, Vodafone, Deutsche
Telekom, and AT&T have launched commercial VoLTE networks. More than half of the anticipated
460 LTE networks, serving 100 million VoLTE subscribers (as of late 2015), will use Network Function
Virtualization (NFV).

Core Networks to the Cloud
In November 2012, seven leading telecom network
operators selected the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI) as the home of the Industry Specification Group for Network Function
Virtualization (NFV-ISG). The NFV-ISG has published a series of white papers proposing NFV goals

and action plans, such as the following:
• Decoupling software from hardware within traditional telecom equipment.
• Using general-purpose computing, storage, and
network devices to provide telecom network functionality.
• Improving operational efficiencies.

• Enhancing system flexibility.
Leading global carriers have proposed their
own network transformation strategies based on
NFV and Software-Defined Networking (SDN):
• AT&T launched Domain 2.0 in 2013, an
initiative that includes reconstructing its telecom
services on cloud-based open networks that expose network capabilities — with the goal of
virtualizing 75 percent of their network by 2020.
• Telefonica has launched UNICA, devoted to
building a data center-driven, SDN/NFV-capable
telecommunications network, where the Data
Centers (DCs) are distributed but remain under
unified management control. The DCs are designed to meet the general-purpose requirements
for cloud-based telecom services: agile deployment, on-demand use, and easy management and
control.
• China Mobile officially released NovoNet
2020 Vision at the 2015 Mobile World Congress
in Shanghai. The goal is to use NFV and SDN to
build a network that enables a flexible architecture with open interfaces, scalable capacity, and
global resource scheduling.
Carriers realize the importance of NFV for
network evolution. By consensus, they have also
determined that NFV deployment will begin
at the core network, move to the control plane,
and, finally, migrate to the signaling, data, and
media planes. The true business value — based
on an agile, virtualized network — is found in the
NFV-based revenue, over and above the reduced
Operating Expenses (OPEX).

Huawei Leads Core Network Shift
The switching and control center network is the
primary feature of a telecom plant. After the
move to cloud networks, the core network must
continue to offer carrier-class services, such as
high reliability and performance, and fault recovery — in addition to an open architecture. As a
result, the core network must adopt a cloud-based
software design.
The Huawei CloudCore Solution implements
an advanced software architecture with a suite of
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core network,
move to the
control plane, and,
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data, and media
planes. >>

Virtual Network Functions (VNFs), including:
• Virtualized IP Multimedia Subsystem (vIMS).
• Virtualized Subscriber Data Management
(vSDM).
• Virtualized Session Border Controller (vSBC).
• Virtualized Policy and Charging Rules Function (vPCRF).
• Virtualized Diameter Routing Agent (vDRA).
The Management and Orchestration (MANO)
package includes the NFV Orchestrator (NFVO),
Virtual Network Function Manager (VNFM), and
Virtual Infrastructure Management (VIM).
Huawei believes that NFV offers carriers exposure to new capabilities that, in turn, open new
market opportunities and revenue sources, while
also cutting OPEX.
Cloud Architectures Reduce OPEX
Network agility, the core function in NFV/SDN
evolution, consolidates cloud infrastructure resources, including SDN and NFV service elasticity. The result is unified scheduling, network coordination, and VNFs based on service requests.
Service instances increase in response to growth
(and decrease during periods of slow growth)
for automated end-to-end resource deployment,
schedule flexibility, and faster times to market.
NFV implemented through Commercial OffThe-Shelf (COTS) servers reduce hardware and
software OPEX by more than 70 percent and 40
percent, respectively, based on software reconstructions that support cloud-based features.
The cloud-aware software architecture separates service processes from service states. These
stateless service-processing units are stored in an
independent, distributed database for dynamic
scaling based on traffic without interruption to
ongoing calls.
The core network must ensure carrier-class
service performance. The Huawei CloudCore
Solution delivers 99.999 percent carrier-class reliability for NFV by using multi-layer reliability
policies, Key Performance Indicators (KPI) for
health detection and fault recovery, and a high
performance design for virtual resource optimization of heterogeneous computing, storage,

•
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The Huawei
CloudCore Solution
encapsulates
communication
capabilities into APIs
and SDKs. Based
on programmable
software modules
for quick service
innovation and
release, the DevOps
mode supports
the entire service
lifecycle, from
development to
maintenance. >>
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and network resource pools. In addition, the
CloudCore open architecture supports multiple
hardware and cloud operating systems and is
designed to easily integrate with third-party components.
In July 2015, Huawei assisted Vodafone-Italy
with the commercial launch of the world’s first
cloud-based VoLTE network. The successful
delivery pioneers an important “shift-to-cloud”
transformation in the global carrier market.
Huawei provided Vodafone with a cloud-based IP
Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) network and, as the
prime system integrator, delivered a vertically integrated end-to-end system and horizontal service
layer (with carrier-class capability guarantees)
over a cloud-based network.
Advantages for NFV Early Adopters
In response to the continuing growth of the mobile
Internet, Over-The-Top (OTT) service providers
are adding telecom capabilities — such as voice,
video, conferencing, and messaging — to their
portfolios. This trend provides an exceptional opportunity for early-adopters of NFV technologies.
The Huawei CloudCore Solution encapsulates
communication capabilities — including access
to location, bandwidth, and data parameters —
into Application Programming Interfaces (APIs)
and Software Development Kits (SDKs). Based
on programmable software modules for quick
service innovation and release, the DevOps mode
supports the entire service lifecycle, from development to maintenance.
Carriers using Huawei’s solution can offer
third-party partners a service-hosting platform
that provides exposure to NFV-based capabilities.
Ultimately, carriers may use NFV to provide services, such as VNF-as-a-Service, directly to third
parties.
For example, carriers may unify the media and
control planes, and expose network resource capabilities to provide ubiquitous real-time voice, video,
and streaming services — such as voice/video
transcoding, optimization, and analysis — to meet
commercial requirements in various sectors.
Today, carrier network providers may be too

•

focused on communication between people at the
expense of meeting other specific upcoming industry requirements. For example:
• The Internet of Vehicles (IoV) requires ultralow latency.
• The audience for streaming video demands
high bandwidth.
• Banks need the highest possible level of network reliability.
NFV and SDN enable Virtual Private Network
(VPN) “slices” that support the unique communication characteristics of each enterprise or industry.
In other words, traditional telecom networks are
divided into thousands of network slices, and each
will need custom solutions for individual enterprises and entire industries. Forward-looking carriers
are expecting to develop new markets and generate
new revenue streams by providing differentiated
capabilities for defined business models, processes,
platforms, and personnel skills.
For example, faced with fierce competition from
OTT service providers and industry counterparts,
Sichuan Mobile is using the Huawei CloudCore
platform to expose rich communication capabilities that include multimedia calling, conferencing,
and messaging to enterprises, developers, and OTT
service providers. Sichuan Mobile is working with
OTT service providers to create mobile Apps that
expand the concept of users from human beings
to include mobile phones, Set-Top Boxes (STBs),
cameras, and Internet of Things (IoT) devices.
To date, a third-party OTT micro-conferencing
service operating over the Sichuan Mobile network
generated over 200 million minutes in the first
six month from program inception and continues
to generate more than a million minutes of traffic
each day. The platform elasticity and intelligent
Operation and Maintenance (O&M) capabilities of
the CloudCore solution are integral for supporting
Sichuan Mobile’s rapid service growth.
Fault Detection, Automated Recovery
New capabilities require exceptional maintainability and serviceability. In response, Huawei’s
CloudCore solution enables unified resource
scheduling and dynamic policy updates based on
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availability. CloudCore consolidates operations for
the purpose of automated service orchestration,
with the benefit of slashing workloads and reducing
maintenance complexity.
KPI-based health detection and fault recovery help
guarantee carrier-grade Service Level Agreements
(SLAs). The solution monitors service KPIs in real
time and compares them with historical statistics.
When KPIs deteriorate to preset thresholds, alarms
are generated and automatic recovery procedures are
rapidly completed.
The CloudCore architecture supports end-to-end
fault localization within an environment where the
hardware and software have been decoupled:
• Security information from each component is
consolidated and analyzed for fast fault localization
and threat forecasting.
• Based on Generalized Multi-Protocol Label
Switching (GMPLS), cloud-aware service processing units support “N+M” backup mode without
dynamic session data, improving overall system
reliability and reducing repair urgency and cost.
As the primary system integrator, Huawei has
provided a package of end-to-end operation tools
to Vodafone-Italy for the world’s first cloudbased VoLTE network. Both parties developed the
CloudHealth tool kit in Huawei’s NFV/SDN open
lab. In a mirrored network environment, researchers injected simulated errors into the system. The

CloudHealth detection and system recovery solution
anticipated escalating problems and warned of potential system-level faults a full three hours in advance of
failure. Comparatively, the previous health-monitoring
process required four hours of fault detection after the
problem had already occurred.

NFV: An Enabling Technology
By 2025, the world will likely be linked with 100
billion connections, including 6.5 billion Internet
users and 8 billion smartphones — and NFV is ideally
positioned as the enabling technology.
A fully connected world will require a complete
communication infrastructure upgrade that includes
much higher levels of connection control and policy
management than are known today. NFV is positioned
to evolve into an essential tool for organizing future
networks to support orders of magnitude, more
terminal connectivity, and the expansion of the core
services for facilitating ultra-high bandwidth, ultralow delay, Big Data payloads, and network slicing
(context-based policy control).
Winner of the “Most Innovative Virtualized IMS
Solution ” at the 2014 and 2015 IMS World Forum ,
the Huawei CloudCore Solution is at the forefront of
core network transformation. Leading carriers have
joined Huawei in the technical research necessary to
further demonstrate the business case for fully connected core networks.▲
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Dynamic Resource
Allocation
Fan Ping

Virtualization
and resource
pooling provide
the foundation
for optimal
requirements
matching
between
software
applications
and data center
resources. >>

| By Fan Ping, Branding Manager, Server Product Domain, IT Product Line, Huawei Technologies, Inc.

D

ata centers are approaching the ability to dynamically allocate computing, storage, and network
resources for in-service applications such that each application gets precisely (and only) the
resources it needs to achieve specified levels of performance for each millisecond of operation. The
outcome of this level of fine-grained resource control is perfect utilization efficiency.
There is more work ahead of us, but today’s virtualization capabilities have brought us within reach of
achieving this ideal. Already today, resource-pooling
automation enables data centers to provision core
services to applications far better than was possible
even a few years ago.

Enabling Virtualization
To reach higher utilization levels, hardware must be
built to fully support virtualization technologies. The

convergence of computing, storage, and networking
components into a single logical entity occurs in
the software domain, both in the Operating System
(OS) and management applications. The result is an
unprecedented degree of system flexibility for improving utilization and promoting the types of rapid
adaptation necessary to support the changing needs of
today’s enterprises’ business operations.
Adapting to application requirements at a precise
level improves resource utilization by enabling virtual

systems to devote just enough resources to a
given application — no more, no less. This goal
can be reached only with a detailed understanding of application requirements. Complicating
the situation is the fact that those requirements
are a moving target. Performance targets change
over time with shifting traffic patterns, and
applications themselves change over time. New
applications emerge.
Software automation manages resource allocation, but software alone cannot perfectly match
application needs with hardware resources.
Conventional Virtual Machines (VMs) use logical
partitioning of resources such as CPU, memory,
and I/O that are consistent across all applications.
These VMs therefore do not support fine-grained
allocation and adjustment of resources over
time. Each physical or virtual server has its own
resource boundary and does not support seamless
resource division.
With improved resource pooling and automated
application adaptation, the entire IT infrastructure
will have the intelligence and elasticity to adjust
computing, networking, and storage resources
seamlessly. Until we reach that capability, we can
still adapt resources to application requirements
using resource convergence to achieve high utilization and agility.

Adapting to Applications
One example of a converged platform that
adapts well to application needs is Huawei’s
FusionCube solution that is designed to simplify
the deployment of virtualized IT infrastructures.
Featuring fully converged computing, storage,
and networking resources, FusionCube is a
highly automated virtualization and management
system.
This configuration enables high utilization
levels with less cabling and fewer network connections. In addition to allowing linear increases
of computing and storage resources, FusionCube
enables a linear increase in system caching by
pooling memory and SSD storage across all
available devices to increase application perfor-
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mance. FusionCube is ideal for server virtualization, desktop virtualization, private clouds, and
application hosting. FusionCube also simplifies
the expansion of existing cloud data centers.
Huawei FusionCube is central to building
optimal, super-converged infrastructures that
encompass computing, storage, network, and
management. In particular, FusionCube supports
automated installation and fast service deployments by pre-building the integration, verification, and commissioning components for key
enterprise applications.

SmartTier improves
storage system
performance while
minimizing costs
by preventing cold
data from occupying
the highest-cost,
highest-performance
media. >>

SmartTier
The performance of storage systems affects
the performance of almost all applications, and
Huawei OceanStor systems offer several features
that can automatically adjust performance based
on statistical measurements of data usage.
With the goal of managing storage resources
for specific applications and general classes of
service, the SmartTier feature automates mixed
pools of OceanStor and third-party devices from
other vendors.
SmartTier improves storage system performance while minimizing costs by preventing cold
data from occupying the highest-cost, highestperformance media. Additionally, SmartTier
reduces power consumption for hot accesses that
would be wasted if running on less efficient disk
drives.
SmartTier performs intelligent data storage
based on Logical Unit Numbers (LUNs) and
identifies LUNs based on data migration granularities from 512 kB to 64 MB. The number of
contiguous blocks is referred to as the data’s
‘extent.’ SmartTier activity statistics are based on
extents, which are then matched to the activity
levels of each physical device. Active data is
promoted to the highest performing media, such
as SSDs, and colder data is moved to more costeffective media. Service data remains accessible
during migration.
The collection and analysis of storage system
performance data is automated based on each
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user’s configuration. Data migration may be
invoked manually or by a user-defined schedule.
SmartTier collects data read and write statistics based on an I/O monitoring schedule.
The changing activity level of each extent
is tracked over the data life cycle based on
the performance indicator statistics captured
from the data blocks, including data access
frequency, I/O size, and I/O sequence.
SmartTier ranks extents in order of access
frequency. ‘Hot’ extents are migrated first and
stored in the highest performance tier, and
degraded extents are migrated from SSDs to
HDDs.
Data migrations redistribute hot and cold
data. Random hot data is placed on high- and
mid-performance tiers, and cold data is stored
on the high-capacity media.

SmartThin
Supported by OceanStor V3 storage systems,
Huawei’s SmartThin feature implements thin
provisioning with virtual capacities. When
created, SmartThin LUN capacity allocations
are user-specified and, when being used,
LUN-defined storage capacities are allocated
on demand.
One approach for storage resource adaptation is to provide virtual application capacities
that are not physically allocated until actually
used. The ‘virtual capacity’ reflects availability within the general storage pool and
ensures that applications cannot claim excess
capacity.
SmartThin creates thin LUNs based on
RAID 2.0+ virtual resource pools that are
mapped and accessed by hosts. If the maximum physical capacity of a storage resource
pool is 2 TB, SmartThin allows users to create
thin LUNs larger than 10 TB. LUNs request
physical space from the storage pool only
when an I/O request is being processed.
SmartThin uses the following:
• Capacity-on-write technique to allocate
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space upon writes from hosts to thin LUNs.
When a thin LUN receives a write request
from a host, the thin LUN uses a direct-ontime technique to determine if the logical
storage location of the request is allocated
with an actual storage location. If the actual
storage location is not allocated, a space allocation task is triggered with a minimum grain
of 64 kB. Then data is written to the newly
allocated storage location.
• Direct-on-time technique to redirect data
from hosts to thin LUNs. When a thin LUN is
read or written, the relationship between the
physical and logical storage locations must be
updated based on the mapping table. The table
is dynamically updated in the write process
and queried during the read process.
SmartThin provides two methods for space
reclamation:
• When a virtual machine is deleted using the standard SCSI ‘unmap’ command,
SmartThin uses the ‘direct-on-time’ technique
to find the physical location corresponding
to the thin LUN to delete that entry from the
mapping table. VMware, Symantec Storage
Foundation (SF), and Windows Server 2012
all support the unmap command.
• All-zero data space reclamation can occur
when a write request arrives from a host; for
example, SmartThin determines whether data
blocks contained in the write request are all
zeros. If the logical storage location that issues
the all-zero data space is not allocated with
an actual storage location, SmartThin returns
a message indicating a successful data write
to the host without space allocation. If the
logical storage location that issues the all-zero
data space is allocated with an actual storage
location, SmartThin releases the actual storage
location from the thin LUN to the storage
resource pool, removes the mapping from the
mapping table, and returns a message indicating a successful data write to the host. This
space reclamation method does not require any
special commands from hosts.

The goal of perfect
resource adaptation
is possible when
1) applications are
designed to anticipate
virtualization, and
2) the configuration
of hardware and
management software
to fully support the
resource-adaptive
capabilities are written
into modern applications.

>>

SmartQoS
Huawei’s SmartQoS feature is included as a
part of OceanStor V3 systems support, which
intelligently allocates a variety of resources
to meet different Quality-of-Service (QoS)
priorities. QoS metrics offer a way to assign
resources to suit application needs.
SmartQoS uses the following techniques:
• I/O Priority Scheduling: Optimal storage
system performance is determined by a resource allocation schedule based on the requirements of high-priority services.
• I/O Traffic Control: Low-priority services
are prevented from generating excessive traffic
by using a traditional token bucket mechanism
to control traffic based on user-defined performance goals for IOPS and bandwidth.
• I/O Performance Assurance: To suppress
excess traffic, a user is allowed to specify performance goal limits — minimum IOPS/bandwidth, maximum latency — for high-priority
services. If a specified performance level is not
met immediately, the storage system gradually increases the I/O latency of low-priority
services until the targeted goals are met.
SmartQoS restricts the maximum number of
concurrent accesses for each priority based on
the number of LUNs of each priority running

under each controller.
Disk resources are prioritized by scheduling
I/O delivery sequences. SmartQoS enables
high-priority I/Os to access disks first in periods of high demand. The latency of highpriority assets in the output queue is reduced.
Each LUN has a priority scheduling property
that is user configured and saved in a database.
When a host (SCSI target) sends an I/O request
to a disk array, the array priority is based on the
LUN priority.
SmartQoS also works with OceanStor
SmartPartition to ensure the performance of
mission-critical applications. Administrators
can allocate application-specific cache partitions
based on actual service conditions. Based on the
real-time application performance, the storage
system modifies the number and rate of concurrent accesses for different cache partitions.

Closing on the Application-Oriented
Future
The goal of perfect resource adaptation is possible when 1) applications are designed to anticipate virtualization, and 2) the configuration
of hardware and management software to fully
support the resource-adaptive capabilities are
written into modern applications.▲
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Campus Networks:
2016 and Beyond
Ajay Gupta

| By Ajay Gupta, Director, Product Marketing, Enterprise Network Product Line, Huawei Technologies, Inc.

A completely new
digital business
economy will
emerge with
networking
infrastructure at
its core. >>

Policy Framework

D

uring the last five years, the rate of change in the networking industry is at least an order of
magnitude faster than the preceding two decades. Who could have predicted at its launch that
Facebook would have 1.55 billion active monthly users and 8 billion user-video views per day? Only
three years ago, Facebook stock was below its USD 38 IPO share price for more than a year. Today, with a
share price over USD 100, it is a USD 300 billion behemoth.

We must create the future, or the future will shape
us in ways not to our liking. Huawei’s customers
expect a fundamental shift in which the resource demands made by new applications will drive massive
changes in enterprise architectures and connectivity.

Driving the Future
Consumerization and mobilization of IT with distribution through the cloud are the three most prominent
technical trends driving the future of enterprise
networks.
Scalable performance remains center stage. Enterprise
networks require more connectivity and bandwidth than
ever before. Big Data capture, pattern matching, and
correlation are part of a new breed of applications that
demand bigger pipes and more powerful processors.
Network equipment vendors are delivering faster speeds
in their top-of-rack and end-of-row switches, and server
vendors are offering 40 GE and 100 GE interfaces for
their highest-performing products.
These changes require completely new approaches
to enterprise architecture — in some cases mandating
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Networks are being designed to deliver seamless user
experiences, with no intervention required by end-users.
Network consumers will demand from enterprise service
providers — similar to the ‘MTV music revolution’
—“I want my network now, and I want it with the same,
familiar LAN-like experience. What happens behind the
scenes is immaterial and I do not need to know.”

extreme low latencies and no packet loss or jitter. For
example, new market data feeds for financial service
applications are so sensitive that variations of only
a few milliseconds can affect millions of dollars in
trading value.
Driven by SDN, NFV, and the Internet of Things
(IoT), the two most important technical developments
shaping future networks are network virtualization
and abstraction. Once enough applications and use
cases have been developed, these two technologies
will drive the networking world for years to come.

Expected Impact
It may appear that SDN and IoT are solutions in
search of a problem — when the truth is that their
impact on networks will be profound as the new
applications ecosystem matures, and CIOs and CTOs
learn how to monetize them.
Users expect the same experience and application
behaviors no matter the location, device, or access
method. Consistent, unified user experiences will
differentiate winners from losers.

The network will specify unified, context-sensitive
access policies, such as Quality of Service (QoS) and
security parameters, in highly dynamic environments.
• Role-based access control, with approved, audited
workflows across wired and wireless networks.
• Unified, independent, and granular control of access network traffic.
• Security policies independent of physical perimeters or boundaries.
• Static policies not expected to account for real-time
internal or external security threats.
Future networks will allocate resources dynamically
and automatically based on application performance.
For instance, a video application suffering poor performance, packet loss, or congestion will report its status
to the network, which in turn can re-route the streaming
data to a more optimal path.

Multi-Tenant Environments
Whether voice or overlay wireless networks, campus
networks are organized to be multi-tenant environments. Future enterprise networks will segregate management, service, and control traffic from data traffic.
The result of this traffic separation will be the ability
for enterprises to set-up logical (virtual) networks
quickly and tear them down as needed. And, even
though all the logical networks are mapped to the
same physical network, each virtual network will be a
discreet, policy-driven entity completely independent
from every other logical channel. The ability to add
services or resources to a virtual network at will is exactly the type of scalability that is expected from nextgeneration networks.
Future IT security solutions will be pervasive,
seamless, and transparent. Next-generation networks
will provide full-context awareness across the entire
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network. Security will be self-adaptive. When user
behaviors deviate from the norm, policy-based
protocols will automatically block access to data
or devices, or initiate one or more additional data
encryption routines.

Wireless Campus
Capacity and transfer speed demands continue to
increase. We already see Wi-Fi speeds increasing to 10G
and beyond and, with the exception of a few specialized
applications, wireless campuses will become dominant.
Researchers are developing technologies that will
eliminate transmission interference and allow radio
devices to simultaneously transmit and receive over
a single channel. With only one channel required for
two-way communication, half as much spectrum will
be required. The results will lead to devices that are
cheaper, in smaller form factors, and operating at
higher data rates when the IoT becomes reality. This
could also enable an era of charging via wireless and
wireless power transmission. Did someone say 4k
Ultra-HD over wireless soon?
New use-cases for SDN and OpenFlow in wireless
networks will emerge, including more granular control
of traffic at the edge rather than at the network headend.
SDN and virtualization will enable customers like retailers, hospitals, and shopping malls to buy Wireless-asa-Service (WaaS) packages rather than purchasing and
maintaining their own Wi-Fi equipment and infrastructure.

Universal Access
Expect networks to function like a utility, such as
water or electricity. The moment you connect to a
network, the cloud will place your entire collection of
applications at your fingertips. Mechanisms for session
persistence will be built into the network infrastructure
for the purpose of delivering a wide diversity of ondemand, value-added services to the end-users.
Enterprises will continue the transformation into
digital businesses by joining others in the creation of
a national and global digital ecosystem. A completely
new economy based on digital businesses is emerging
with networking infrastructure at its heart. Digital networks will become an essential resource for operating
in the modern world.▲
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Now is the time to
start incubating
enterprises that
specialize in online
education. >>

| By Liu Mei, Editor, ICT Insights, Enterprise Business Group, Huawei Technologies, Inc.

I

CT Insights recently interviewed Professor Dongxin Jiang about the potential of using the Internet to
educate students and the future of online education.

ICT Insights: Steve Jobs, the late Apple CEO, questioned the surprisingly small impact of IT on education, although IT seems to have changed almost all
other economic sectors. What is your opinion?
Prof. Jiang: Education entails people-to-people
interaction and is one of the most complex human
activities. The first sectors affected by IT such as
eCommerce only involve interconnection between
people and things. Relevant product and service assessments are simple and easily standardized.
Education, however, is more complex and relates
to individuality, time, mood, and psychology. The
inherent rules of education are complex and difficult
to grasp. Therefore, it is not an easy task to radically
change education using IT technologies. However, I
am confident that it is inevitable.
Innovative teaching methods and learning approaches are constantly emerging and changing
traditional educational paradigms and relations. If we
look at the entire education industry, we find that we
can start with online college-level education because
this sector is promising as well as relatively predictable and appraisable.
ICT Insights: Could you give your views on the future
of online post-college education?
Prof. Jiang: Let’s start with online basic education as
an example. Online basic education is intended for
kindergarten through 12th grade students. K through
12 is considered to be part of the first 15-year learning period. Students during this period are “children.”
Due to the innate nature of children, face-to-face
classes are must-haves that cannot be superseded for
the foreseeable future.
Online college education is targeted at undergraduate college and post-graduate students and is the
second 15-year learning period in a person’s life. At
this stage, students are adults. They generally are en-
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Only organizations that have
abundant funds and large
platforms can be successful.
Educational organizations and
large Internet companies are
the two types of enterprises
that are likely to fulfill the
promise for an online education
market. >>

ergetic and eager to learn, because this period of their
lives helps determine their futures. Many companies
are interested in online education for potential and
current employees. But, due to high entry qualifications for specialized online education, companies
are focused on only a few technical fields, such as
computer programming and accounting. Other fields
remain relatively unexplored.
I think that online college-level education will
thrive in the next 10 to 15 years. Internet companies
try to prepare for new trends about 10 years in
advance. So now is the time to start incubating enterprises that specialize in online education. In the next
10 years, global industry giants such as Alibaba
should emerge in this sector.
Outside of China, universities often coordinate
with companies that specialize in online education.
For example, in the U.S., many colleges provide
free professional courses for their graduates. The
Massachusetts Institute of Technology recently announced that it will start a pilot project that merges
free Web classes with a master’s degree in supply
chain management. The new credential represents
half of the one-year program. Students who perform
well in the free online half can take an exam to apply for the second semester on campus. Those who
qualify would pay about half the cost of the year-long
program, which will start in the winter of 2016.

ICT Insights: How can companies take advantage of
the opportunities presented by online education?
Prof. Jiang: Only organizations that have abundant
funds and large platforms can be successful.
Educational organizations and large Internet companies are the two types of enterprises that are likely to
fulfill the promise for an online education market.
Educational organizations have advantageous
teaching resources, including schools, a teaching

staff, and students. Each organization needs
to set up its IT-enabled online education
platform and complete their internal digital
transformation as quickly as possible. After
that, they must construct open systems to
interact with the huge external market.
Internet enterprises possess both technology and capital advantages. The top
priority for them in the vertical market
for education is to build IT-enabled online
platforms that attract partnerships with traditional colleges and educators. By doing
so, they can quickly lock in favorable education resources.

ICT Insights: What changes are bound to
occur with the rise of online education?
Prof. Jiang: The first change will be in the
hiring process. We know that it is difficult
for an employer to determine a candidate’s
eligibility simply by reading a diploma or
resume. An IT-enabled online education
platform, however, can store information
about a candidate’s activities and results.
Using Big Data analytics, the system can
conclude whether a candidate’s knowledge
and capabilities match a job opening. In
addition, the employer can interact with
candidates and encourage further education
in a particular field.
The second change will take place in
knowledge system architecture. With IT
support, the educational knowledge system
will be restructured and linked with current
and future job requirements of various

positions. Candidates will be able to search
out the education and experience that will
fulfill their career growth expectations.
The third change should occur in the
educational organization architecture, but
we don’t know how soon that will happen.
Students who use Online-to-Offline (O2O)
methods need strong offline teaching environments, but that has not happened yet.
The O2O structure also must be reformed
to provide arduous online college education
similar to what is found in the classroom.

ICT Insights: What other issues do we face
regarding online education?
Prof. Jiang: We need concerted collaborative efforts among all interested parties —
college administrations, individual departments, employers, investors, and IT support
organizations, as well as teachers, students,
and parents. Currently, there is no consensus on specific cooperation models with
regard to education services, commercial
investment, and commercial operations. All
stakeholders must work together to carry
forward research and exploration.
ICT Insights: Massive Open Online Courses
(MOOCs) have been widely accepted by
colleges and universities throughout the
world since 2012. Education applications,
such as China’s “Super Curriculum” (a
student-focused, mobile social App in
China), are also popular. What’s your view
of these online education phenomena?

Prof. Jiang: Both MOOCs and Super
Curriculum are the epitome of online education.
A weakness of traditional education is
that resources are decentralized. Super
Curriculum targets this weakness and has
taken a successful step toward disrupting
traditional education. Its advantage is the
ability to acquire curriculum resource information. However, the ultimate goal is
to constantly drive education reforms, evaluate courses more effectively, and enable
students to benefit more from better education resources.
Similarly, MOOCs tackles another weakness of traditional education. By sharing
quality course resources more efficiently,
MOOCs exerts a greater impact on education reforms than Super Curriculum.
MOOCs proves that students can complete
an entire course via online education.
The major reason for MOOCs’ existence
is to bring down tuition fees, but cost reduction only comes as a natural result after
economies of scale have been achieved. I
think that, in the future, the primary goal of
online college education will be to provide
convergent platforms for learning, integrate
learning with work, and provide continuous
education that lasts throughout a person’s
career.▲
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Huawei Innovates
Cloud Computing Solutions
with 500 Global Partners
| By Zhuang Zhen, Director, Cloud Business Development, Huawei Technologies, Inc.

P

roviding customers with an end-to-end hybrid cloud is the key in a crowded marketplace. Openness
and collaboration, particularly in ICT industrial innovation, require joint efforts by cloud platform
providers, mainstream hardware and software vendors, integrators, consulting companies, industry
application developers, and training and certification institutions.

Huawei is Ready
Huawei’s development of competitive cloud solutions is a top priority. With the 2015 release of its
enterprise cloud services, Huawei now works with
more than 500 partners to innovate cloud computing
solutions for customers in a variety of industries.
As of June 2015, 387 Huawei partner products
from mainstream hardware and software vendors had
passed Huawei cloud platform compatibility tests and
received ‘Huawei Ready ’ certification. The Huawei
Ready program endorses products and solutions created by Huawei’s technical partners, including IBM
(WebSphere), Intel (Ethernet I/O), SUSE (Linux),
and Trend Micro (Deep Security). This program
helps partners promote their certified products with
the Huawei Ready logo, press releases, and a rollout
on Huawei’s cloud computing compatibility website.
The program provides certification in server, I/O,
storage, Operating System (OS), middleware, security, and application software products.
Huawei’s OpenStack-based FusionSphere cloud
platform and enterprise cloud services provide open
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) for interconnection with third-party vendors, enabling open, interoperating clouds for enterprises. In the global carrier
market, Huawei is helping leading telecommunication
carriers such as T-Systems and Telefonica transition to
comprehensive cloud computing solutions.
With our partners, Huawei is focused on constructing ICT infrastructures using the FusionSphere
cloud platform, FusionInsight Big Data platform,
and other Huawei enterprise cloud components.
Huawei is building industry-focused cloud computing solutions and cloud computing ecosystems for
customers worldwide in collaboration with many
different partners, including private enterprise
cloud solutions with consulting and technology firm

Accenture, and a private media cloud with Sobey
Digital Technology.

Open Labs and Partner Communities
Huawei has invested heavily in constructing IT Open
Labs in Shenzhen and Chengdu, China, and Silicon
Valley, California since 2013 and are where Huawei
Ready certification is performed.
“The IT Open Lab supports the Huawei’s participation in the global IT ecosystem. Among our many
programs, Huawei Ready stands out because it certifies non-Huawei products that have passed the
required compatibility tests with Huawei products,”
according to Dr. Zhexuan Song, Director of IT Open
Lab. “The successful fulfillment of our requirements
earns each passing product a certificate.”
Huawei caters to the needs of our partners by
providing three categories of compliance: a technical
partner program, a business partner program, and an

education and training program. Huawei also collaborates with security device vendors to develop cloud
security solutions that optimize security protections
for next-generation data centers across the industry.
Cloud security solutions offer greater reliability,
superior performance, and easier management than
typical security solutions — advantages that improve
the performance of customer applications as well.
Security device vendors such as Rising, Trend Micro,
Kaspersky, and McAfee have joined Huawei’s cloud
computing ecosystem to provide customers with allinclusive and diversified cloud security solutions.
Through close collaboration with technical
partners, Huawei offers cloud platform solutions that
seamlessly integrate with each customer’s unique IT
environment to not only carry enterprise applications
more efficiently, but also help customers ‘cloudify’
their core business applications.

Cloud Computing Expertise
Huawei’s career certification program, the only one of
its kind, is centered on Huawei’s Cloud-Pipe-Device
convergence technology, which includes all ICT products and solutions.
The ‘cloud computing certification’ is an important
part of the IT certification program. The company
provides two levels of ICT cloud computing certifica-
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tion: associate (HCNA-Cloud) and professional
(HCNP-Cloud), with a third expert certification
(HCIE-Cloud) planned.
Huawei has signed contracts with more than ten
training partners and five universities to provide this
popular training service. Just one year after program
launch, more than one thousand engineers in China
received certification through this program.

Vertical Cloud Innovation
Huawei’s partnerships with IT vendors in China and
abroad allow them, the systems integrators, to explore
markets, create competitive product positions, and
construct solutions that are greater than the sum of
their parts.
For example, Huawei and SAP established a strategic
alliance in 2013 and set up a joint innovation center in
2015. Together, Huawei and SAP have created the most
complete SAP High-Performance Analytic Appliance
(HANA) infrastructure solutions in the industry.
Using Huawei’s Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS)
solution, Sobey Digital Technology was also able
to optimize its middleware and upper-layer service
software to develop a private media cloud for media
asset sharing, scheduling, and unified management
of IT resources. The result for the customer is a 60
percent increase in production efficiency, 40 percent
improvement in the rate of resource utilization, and
80 percent decrease in maintenance costs. In turn,
Sobey is able to deliver more highly converged and
efficient solutions for all of their customers with business in the media services sector.

Shared Benefits of Cloud Computing
From cloud services to HANA, Industry 4.0, and
the Internet of Things (IoT), Huawei is dedicated to
providing customers with great products and better
experiences through joint research and innovation. As
a leading cloud computing solution provider, Huawei
continues to work with partners to promote the benefits
for all forms of cloud computing. With experience in
private, public, and hybrid cloud solutions, Huawei
aims to provide across-the-board industry solutions
built on its industry-leading solutions in collaboration
with a wide array of technology partners worldwide.▲
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Connected Cars
Drive New Opportunities
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safety, and an
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services. >>
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| By Ricky Abdoelrahman, Digital Marketing Manager, Western Europe, Enterprise Business Group,
Huawei Technologies, Inc.

“C

onnected cars” controlled by a vehicular communications system have started to merge onto
our roadways. A recent study estimated that by 2020, 90 percent of cars will have an embedded
communications system, known as C2X, linked to traffic lights, onboard car diagnostics,
roadwork warnings, and other emergency and commercial services.

C2X, also known as telematics (telecommunications
and informatics), is an integrated system of radio
and communications protocols that sends, receives,
and stores vehicle information for safer, greener, and
smarter driving. Furthermore, C2X is already producing revenue. A pay-how-you-drive plan in Europe
rewards drivers for safe driving and has contributed
to a 42 percent growth in telematics-based insurance
policies in 2014. In North America, the total number of
insurance telematics policies is forecasted to increase
from an estimated 4.2 million policies at the end of
2014 to 32.5 million policies by 2019, representing a
compound annual growth rate of 50 percent.
While there are many concerns about protecting personal driving-related data, a study among
900 drivers across Europe partially funded by the

European Union (EU) shows that nine out of ten
drivers are eager to use C2X features. The same study
concludes that in-vehicle notifications to inform drivers about speed limits, plus continuous in-car weather
monitoring, would reduce fatalities and injuries. The
conclusions were based on more than 1.5 million
kilometers of driving in Europe.
Safeguards such as Advanced Driver Assistance
Systems (ADAS) are designed to alert drivers to
potential problems and help them avoid accidents by
taking control of the vehicle. “The next-generation
driver assistance systems will also have increased
automated driving capabilities and will take over
some driving tasks under controlled conditions,” says
Christian Ress, Ford Motor Company’s Technical
Expert in Connectivity. “However, full vehicle auto-

mation is still in the research phase, and the speed
at which solutions take hold will be determined
largely by customer and societal acceptance of new
technologies.” Smart Cities also expect numerous
benefits from efficient driving, or even less driving,
which will significantly reduce carbon-dioxide emissions. Future connections into roadside and backend
Car-to-Infrastructure (C2I) will enable new C2X
applications that find available parking opportunities
quickly and notify the driver before a trip that public
transportation would be faster.

Requiring C2X Services
In 2016, it will be mandatory in Europe for new cars
to be equipped with an onboard communications
system that automatically contacts emergency services and alerts other cars in the vicinity in case of
an accident. Other convenient services will emerge
such as scheduling maintenance and adjusting customized settings for driver and passenger comfort.
Car malfunctions can be detected in real time and
perhaps solved via instructions transferred by software from a service center. If troubleshooting cannot
fix the problem, the car can be directed to the nearest
garage for physical repairs — for which the system
will automatically ask the owner for verification and
approval before making the appointment.
It is expected that car manufacturers will differentiate themselves by developing C2X-enabled function and application portfolios. Designed principally
to satisfy safety concerns, C2X-enabled services
will be created and monetized to put convenience
and preventative maintenance into a single activity.
Although manufacturers will initially control access to the data concerning critical auto parts, over
time we can expect changes in the control of data
ownership and transferability as second and third
party providers rise to influence this growing market.
Strong security is required to ensure compliance
with strict EU privacy policies for transmitting realtime vehicle data. Updates will be required to ensure
that vehicles are compliant with different standard
specifications that will vary in each region. Ongoing
cooperation between auto industry standards committees and government agencies will be an essential
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feature as C2X progress unfolds.
Dr. Ing. Dirk Eilers, Business Unit Manager,
Business Automotive Unit, Fraunhofer ESK, a
research partner of Huawei, explains: “One obstacle
on this path is the lack of regulations needed to
address liability in autonomous driving situations.
Recognizing the importance of this issue, the EU has
already taken steps to fund various research projects
in the area of connected driving over the past few
years and announced urgently required initiatives to
help solve the lack of corresponding regulations.”

Disruptive Business Models
Unlikely companies such as Google, Apple, and even
Alibaba have entered the connected car market —
and traditional car manufacturers are not far behind.
C2X functions are becoming an integral part of the
car itself and will no longer be considered aftermarket products.
As a global solutions provider, Huawei acknowledges the need to partner with car manufacturers.
Although not IT or telecom companies, car builders
are Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs)
with extensive knowledge of automation within the
sector. Together with the OEMs, Huawei is adding
value to the efforts of the highly skilled workforce in
the automotive ecosystem.
“With e-mobility, growing shared economies, and
autonomous driving on the horizon, new requirements and challenges are developing rapidly
and many critical questions have to be answered
soon,” said Huawei’s Dr. Luo Jijun, VP of Solution
Management and Marketing Europe, at the Huawei
C2X Expert Forum held in Chieming, Germany on
September 29 and 30, 2015 to an audience of automotive experts. “These existing trends will force all
traditional market participants to face and master
disruptive developments that are shaping the future
of transportation and communication concepts.”
Whenever a consumer buys a new car from a
top brand, that new owner can be assured onboard
telematics capabilities are installed and integrated.
Following the trend established by software vendors
for PC and mobile devices, car manufacturers also
expect to send their customers C2X-related updates
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directly to the on-board vehicle systems. This
way, customers will not be stuck with one version
of the operating system or applications software,
but rather they will register for a subscription that
ensures access to the latest features delivered via
cloud-based services.
Some new Mercedes-Benz cars already have
Huawei modules onboard for telematics and
multimedia applications. Huawei expects to further
its reach in the automotive sector with LiteOS, a
proprietary software operating system designed to
power a wide range of smart devices. The LiteOS
Application Program Interfaces (APIs) are built
to enable third-party developers to easily write
new applications for smart devices with embedded
processors. Third-party partnerships will also be
developed to aggregate these components into
resource pools, and these resource pools into ecosystems that will include roadside assistance, navigation, and fleet management services.

Thinking Outside the Car
The market for C2X and connected cars is quite
different from Huawei’s traditional carrier and
enterprise technology markets. Today, Huawei
has semi-conductor solutions that are packaged
to provide GSM and LTE-based communications
functions in combination with GPS, but it is
Huawei’s work as a global leader in the development of 5G broadband wireless protocols that will
prove essential for assisted driving.
Employing a team of more than 500 experts
dedicated to 5G research and having established
partnerships with over 20 universities, including
Harvard, Stanford, the Technical University of
Munich, and Tsinghua University, Huawei estimates that its total investment in 5G research and
development will be USD 600 million by 2018.
Among the many corporate-level partnerships and
collaborations is Huawei’s relationship with the
Fraunhofer Institute in Munich, Germany where
integrated vehicle systems is one of the institute’s
key research areas.
Looking outside the car, Huawei solutions for data
centers, communications carriers, and cloud services
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are the connective fabric for bringing a wide range
of on-the-move services that will include everything
from vehicle monitoring to media content and even
priority hospital access at great distances from
the primary facilities. Nearly every C2X function
will need a robust back-end system outside the car
— likely provided by a partner ecosystem — to
fully process the data and information that is most
beneficial to drivers and their passengers.

Strategic Partnerships and Stakeholders
Car manufacturers need strong partners in the IT
and carrier businesses to operate C2X services
on a global scale. For example, cars in Europe
are subject to different environmental regulations
than those in the Middle East. After years of use,
the collected data sets between Europe and the
Middle East will be quite different. Integrated cloud
services provided by qualified ICT partners will enable automobile manufacturers to provide uniform
driving experiences in all possible local conditions.
A newcomer to the automotive industry with no
legacy solutions to overcome, Huawei has received
strong recognition from Mercedes-Benz, BMW,
and Audi for its technology, which indicates a
bright and promising future with the C2X platform
for the telecommunications giant.
For example, any car equipped with a Huawei
processor and communications module is designed to have direct access to monitor critical data
that can be transferred to nearby service centers
located around the world via secure 5G and eLTE
networks. Open-source cloud services operated by
Huawei and auto industry partners are providing
connectivity between the C2X telematics platform
to navigation, eCommerce, and direct-to-consumer
media systems.
As a global ICT company, Huawei customers
include telecommunication carriers, national and
local governments, multi-national enterprises,
small- and medium-sized businesses, and consumers. Huawei currently has global partnerships with
more than 50 telecommunications companies, such
as telecom giant Vodafone and Big Data enablers
like European software maker SAP.▲

| By Deng Linwei, Industry Marketing Execution Dept. of Enterprise BG, Huawei Technologies, Inc.
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4K video and
competitive
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he ability of smartphones to record and play media ranging from text to video can threaten or enrich
traditional media sources. First-hand social media reports can provide an alternative to traditional
news sources or amplify those sources. ICT has helped foster competition for traditional media
sources and also offers ways to make traditional media more attractive than ever before.
These factors frame the concept of omnimedia —
a media operation model in which all possible media
channels and platforms constitute a far-reaching
content production and distribution system. While
the emergence of alternative media platforms dilute
the influence of traditional media outlets such as

broadcast TV, these outlets can leverage omnimedia
information and communication technologies to
transform both media content and media production.
Crucial technologies for traditional media outlets
now include 4K video resolution, convergence of
media types, Big Data analytics, all-IP production
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networks, and a focus on fulfilling the demands of
each individual consumer.

Stepping Up to 4K
With a horizontal resolution of 4,096 pixels, 4K
video offers about twice the horizontal and vertical
resolution of previous-generation 1080 (2,048 x
1,080) High-Definition (HD) television, which
amounts to approximately four times as many
pixels. Multiple 4K resolutions are in use for
digital television and cinematography. For movie
projection, the Digital Cinema Initiative (DCI)
is the dominant 4K standard, defined as 4,096 x
2,160 pixels. Television has adopted an UltraHigh Definition (UHD) standard called UHD-1
that specifies a resolution of 3,840 x 2,160 pixels.
In addition to higher resolution, 4K provides improvements in frame rate, color gamut, and color
depth.
Using 4K for video production achieves more
than a better picture. 4K is versatile because it
can be scaled down easily to suit lower-resolution
screens, and multiple 4K images can be stitched
together for extremely high resolution images.
The 4K stitching technology from Sony Corporation combines the image raster of two 4K
cameras into a single, panoramic view — helpful
if the requirement is to show the entire playing
area of a sporting event, such as a basketball or
football game. Interestingly, HD portions of the
stitched image can be isolated to follow individual
players or present replays not covered by the
primary camera. It is also possible to insert one or
more virtual views to track the ball in real time.
Using this stitched-image approach, broadcasters could capture entire games with only two fixed
4K cameras. By design, each member of the audience would define his or her desired point of view
from the panorama. For example, multiple-stitched
4K images broadcast live from the Academy
Awards ceremony would allow fans to focus on
their favorite celebrities during the event.

Converged Communications
Traditional media outlets can combine ‘new me-
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dia’ capabilities with their conventional media
channels. For example, a single news organization can combine resources for newspapers, TV
stations, websites, and social media by having
staff members coordinate the effort of producing
content that will be used in multiple ways. Media
organizations need to transition from closed-system production and one-way, mass distribution to
multimedia collection, multi-platform production,
and multi-channel distribution.
Omnimedia centers achieve this goal by integrating all variety of media resources. And, as described below, all-Internet Protocol (all-IP) media
platforms simplify the convergence of enterprise
media assets. Unlike traditional TV production
that centers on separate programming projects, allIP media platforms use a standard ICT network
infrastructure to connect assets with the editorial,
creative, and commercial work groups.

All-IP Media Platforms
4K resolution and media convergence developments have increased the urgency of solving longstanding cabling and bandwidth issues in the
production, transmission, and broadcast of digital
television programs. Signal paths carried over
Serial Digital Interface (SDI) baseband cables and
dedicated SDI cross-point matrices have become
increasingly complex and inefficient. Television
production is ripe for a new IP-based, digital network architecture.
Managing large numbers of SDI cables is a
challenge for signal transmission at any resolution.
At 4K resolution and higher, SDI becomes impractical for several reasons:
• Using standard SDI, multiple cables are needed to transfer 4K content. With several hundred
SDI cables already in use at a typical TV station,
multiplying that number by two or four promises
to create a maintenance nightmare. With so many
bundled SDI cables, resolving a problem due to a
faulty cable is practical only by adding yet another
cable.
• The transmission distance of SDI signals is
limited to 100 meters. This limit is sometimes a

problem even for HD content today, since long
SDI transmissions can produce error codes that
result in image distortion.
• SDI-based HD systems, cables, and back-end
storage products come from a few vendors and
are expensive. TV stations and other media organizations need more choices of system solutions,
which will help contain costs.

Sony Offers an IP Solution
IP networking offers many advantages over SDI:
wide coverage, mature transmission technologies,
simple cabling, and re-use of existing devices that
helps reduce costs. The compression and coding
methods used for IP transmission are mature, and
upstream and downstream services and devices
are evolving at a fast pace to support IP.
Sony is a leader in IP-based video production. At the April 2015 National Association of
Broadcasters (NAB) Conference and Exhibition
in Las Vegas, Nevada, Sony demonstrated an
advanced 4K live-over-IP solution for broadcasting that centers on the world’s first 4K-ready, IPnetworked live production switcher. The Sony 4K
switcher allows users to install either IP or SDI
interfaces in each of the unit’s I/O slots and configure their equipment for IP only, SDI only, or
IP and SDI hybrids, so broadcasters can continue
using existing SDI assets while migrating to IP.
For the demonstration, Sony used a single 40
GE fiber-optic cable to transmit multiple 4K and
HD video streams from the camera area in the
company’s booth. The video streams from the
cameras were converted from SDI to IP by an
NXL-FR318 signal processing unit equipped with
Sony’s NXLK-IP40T SDI/IP converter board.
The 4K live switcher performed IP and SDI
hybrid switching, including a ‘hitless’ failover
feature that assures the smooth switching between
live sources in the event of IP transport errors. All
devices were under the control of the Sony PWS100NM1 IP Live System Manager Station. Sony’s
Quality-of-Service (QoS) algorithm assures
secure and stable 4K transmissions by selecting
optimal network bandwidths stream by stream.

Looking ahead, as
4K usage expands
and converged
omnimedia platforms
make media usage
more efficient,
Huawei will continue
collaborating with
Sony and other
companies to develop
practical, innovative
media solutions. >>

Huawei Teams with Sony
Sony and Huawei have partnered in developing
an all-IP solution for TV stations. Sony chose
Huawei’s CE7850 and CE6850 series switches
to meet the solution’s strict delay and bandwidth
requirements.
Sony provides 4K cameras with IP-interfaces,
SDI-to-IP signaling processing gateways, an
IP-capable 4K live switcher, and the LSM100 audio/video screen management system.
Huawei provides the ICT infrastructure equipment, including the servers, storage, and data
switchers. The LSM-100 manages all of the ICT
equipment.
As part of the “IP Live” production solution, Sony has developed a Networked Media
Interface that transforms all live video signals
to IP, including audio, metadata, synchronization, and control. The device permits integrated
resource sharing between file-based systems and
live signals. These capabilities improve productivity and provide significant cost savings for
broadcasters, who now no longer need to double
their investment in SDI cabling and baseband
routing for each production system.
The Sony-Huawei all-IP solution unleashes
the full potential of 4K programming production. With IP transmission, single Ethernet
cables can carry multiple channels of 4K content
rather than having discreet pairs of SDI cables
per signal. By using the Ethernet protocol,
this dramatic increase in per-wire video signal
transport capacity is inherently scalable and
results in a future-proof solution able to exceed
the requirements for carrying 4K and higher
resolutions over long distances. ICT networking
schemes can allow for capacity expansion by
simply deploying additional IP gateways that
ensure smooth upgrades from HD to UHD and
beyond.
Looking ahead, as 4K usage expands and converged omnimedia platforms make media usage
more efficient, Huawei will continue collaborating with Sony and other companies to develop
practical, innovative media solutions.▲
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Huawei Wins
Fifth Turkmenistan Contract
Norman Frisch

Turkmenistan
turns to Huawei’s
GSM-R for the
Bereket-Gudrolum
line. >>

| By Norman Frisch, GSM-R Business Development, Transport Solutions, Huawei Technologies, Inc.

O

nce again, Huawei has been awarded a contract by the Turkmenistan Ministry of Railway Transport
(MRT) to deploy its market-leading digital Global System for Mobile Communications-Railway
(GSM-R) solution. Huawei will assist in the construction of a modern digital ground-to-train
railway communication network for the Bereket-Gudrolum railway project. This award follows the successful
implementation of Huawei’s GSM-R technologies in four previous Turkmenistan railway projects.

GSM-R Solution
The Huawei GSM-R Solution is a digital wireless
communication system optimized for railroads.
It uses proven GSM wireless communication
technology and is third-party certified and European
Integrated Radio Enhanced Network (EIRENE)compliant. Built primarily for in-service use by
operations staff — train engineers, dispatchers, controllers, and maintenance personnel — the solution
provides:
• Group, multicast, function number, and emergency call services.
• Carrier network capability for train control
signals to meet tough high-speed train requirements.
• Improved communications and operational efficiency.
• Ability to evolve as requirements change.
• Unparalleled stability and reliability.
GSM-R supports a comprehensive design, with
multiple layers of redundancy from the Network
Element (NE) level to the network system level. On
the NE level, 1+1 hot backup modes are included for
all key components. On the network level, Huawei’s
GSM-R supports Mobile Switch Center (MSC)
dual-homing, Mini-A-Flex mobile soft switch, duallocation Base Station Controllers (BSCs), and cosite, dual-coverage Base Transceiver Stations (BTSs)
to create an all-NE backup network. Redundant
GSM-R, optical transmission, power systems, and
terminal systems assure reliability and security.
“As high-speed rail networks rapidly expand, passenger safety and communication continue to be the
highest priority for operators,” says Miguel Dajer,
Vice President, Huawei Wireless R&D. “GSM-R is
the current communication system standard that provides operators with control over safety and speed,
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as well as enabling rapid communication between
drivers and control centers.”

Bereket-Gudrolum Line
The Bereket-Gudrolum railway line is located in the
northern part of Turkmenistan with a total length of
265 km and 9 stations connecting the cities of Bereket
and Gudrolum. Huawei’s solution for the BereketGudrolum line will provide an integrated system for
critical and non-critical voice and data communication consisting of GSM-R Base Station Subsystems
(BSSs) and a geographically redundant Network
Switching Subsystem (NSS). With the deployment of
the geographically redundant core network as part of
this project, Turkmenistan’s national rail communication system will rank highest in reliability among the
nation’s public rail transport networks.
This contract award includes a Multi-Service
Transport Platform (MSTP) transmission backbone,
telepresence facilities for station offices, a high-end
data storage solution, station public address systems,
and telephony exchanges.
“Huawei has more than 20 years of experience in
the research, design, and development of wireless
network equipment, as well as in-depth experience
in the customization and implementation of railway
communications technologies in different parts of the
world,” says Wu Ling, General Manager of Huawei’s
Enterprise Wireless GSM-R Product Line, “We are
excited to work with the Turkmenistan Government
again on the modernization of their Bereket-Gudrolum railway system.”

Turkmenistan MRT Lines
Huawei’s first contracts with the Turkmenistan
MRT date back to 2012. In September, Chinese

system integrator Jiangsu Guotai chose Huawei
as the sole supplier of GSM-R, Synchronous
Digital Hierarchy (SDH) fiber optic network,
data communications, and telephone systems
for the 590-km Ashgabat-Bereket-Turkmenbashi
line. Later that month, Huawei partnered with cocontractors ASPMK-519 of Kazakhstan and KEC
of South Korea to update the Buzhun-Cilmammet
line that runs 288 km.
In 2014, Huawei began work with system integrator Savronik, a Turkey-based turnkey solutions
firm, on the 152-km Buzhun-Serehtyaka line. That
same year, Huawei was awarded its fourth contract
— this time with India-based general contractor
Netyapi and system integrator Savronik — on the
256-km, north-to-south Bereket-Gyzyletrek line.

Trusted Technology
Huawei has been engaged in GSM-R R&D since
2002. In 2005, Huawei won its first GSM-R commercial project for the DaQin Railway in northern
China. Stretching trackside between Datong and
Qinhuangdao, the technology was deployed over
complicated and hilly terrain with over 30 tunnels
and a total length of 690 km. The following year,
Huawei launched the industry’s first GSM-R softswitch core network for GSM-R, and in 2008,
released a unique GSM-R distributed base station
that later won first prize in China’s “National
Award for Science and Technology.”
At the end of 2009, Huawei was awarded its
first overseas GSM-R contract for Australia’s metropolitan line project, covering more than 700 km
of rail tracks — including 76 tunnels, totaling 63
km in length. In this project, the Huawei GSM-R
Solution replaced an existing analog radio network for improved coverage and functionality.
“The Huawei ‘Intelligent Railway’ fulfills our
goal to provide innovative solutions for the transportation industry. We are committed to delivering
multiple core technologies that are fundamental
for railway communication systems,” says Zou
Siyi, President, Central Asia and Caucasia Region,
Huawei Enterprise Business Group. “We are con-

fident that Huawei’s solutions will serve the safety
and efficiency of Turkmenistan’s railway system
securely and with high reliability.”
2012 was a breakthrough year for the Huawei
GSM-R Solution, as the company was then
awarded contracts in Turkey, the United Arab
Emirates (UAE), and Turkmenistan.

Solution Certification
In 2014, the Huawei GSM-R Solution was tested
and verified by Luxcontrol Nederland B.V., a
subsidiary of TÜV Rheinland, a third-party certification body.
Huawei’s certificate for Subsystem D (SD)
focuses on production quality, while the Subsystem B (SB) certificate covers functionality
and performance requirements such as environmental packaging, and Reliability, Availability,
Maintainability, and Safety (RAMS).
Huawei is among the first GSM-R manufacturers to meet the requirements of these European
Union (EU) safety assessments for the railway industry. Jens Wolff, Head of the Certification Body
of Luxcontrol Nederland B.V. presented Huawei
with the European Community Certificates of
Origin saying, “The ‘EC Certificate’ is important
for ensuring smooth and safe railway operations
across borders and manufacturers.”
In September 2015, Huawei and RINA Services
S.p.A. — a multi-national verification, certification, and conformity assessment group based in
Genoa, Italy — completed GSM-R interoperability
testing to evaluate functionality and compatibility
on a multi-vendor system operated by the Turkish
State Railways (TCDD). “The results of these
tests prove that the Huawei BSS Access Network
and Nokia NSS Core Network are interoperable
and performing in accordance with applicable
EIRENE requirements,” said Federica Fornari,
head of the Railway Certification GSM-R Unit for
RINA Services.
To date, Huawei’s GSM-R and eLTE solutions
cover more than 84,000 km of track — over two
times the circumference of the Earth.▲

Link
Huawei GSM-R Contracts
outside China
Australia, 2009
Russia (Sochi), 2011
Turkey, 2012
Turkmenistan, 2012
UAE, 2012
South Africa, 2013
Turkey, 2013
Russia (Kaliningrad), 2013
Turkmenistan, 2014
Zambia, 2014
Morocco, 2014
Turkey, 2014
Turkmenistan, 2015
Germany, 2015
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eLTE Showcased at Inaugural
Developer Conference
Mao Feixiang

The open eLTE
framework
enables easy
integration
with partner
solutions. >>

| By Mao Feixiang, Enterprise Marketing Support, Wireless Business Unit, Huawei Technologies, Inc.

T

he Huawei Developers Conference 2015 (HDC) , held in Shenzhen, China on October 19 and 20,
highlighted a variety of Huawei partner solutions, including several enabled by the cooperative
ecosystem of enterprise LTE (eLTE). As noted in an eLTE session by Peng Jianhua, General Manager
of Huawei Enterprise Wireless Business, Huawei’s eLTE products are in use as part of transportation
systems, smart electric grids, and “Industry 4.0” systems. These sectors offer examples of the evolution from
narrowband to broadband mobile communication, with 4G LTE technology positioned as the future standard of
dedicated networks.
Mr. Peng reported that Huawei has deployed 76
eLTE commercial networks and won contracts for
142 more. “To maintain this progress, Huawei will
continue to provide eLTE pipelines, Application
Programming Interfaces (APIs), open modules, and
cooperative platforms,” Mr. Peng said. “These fea-

tures help partners take advantage of eLTE technology to develop end-to-end communication solutions
for a variety of end users.”

Emergency Command Center
In the HDC eLTE session, Lei Ting, Chief Engineer

Addis Ababa City Light Rail Commencement Ceremony in the Ethiopian Capital
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of Shanghai DS Communication Equipment
Co., Ltd., described his company’s ‘Safe City’
work and noted that Shanghai DS and Huawei
have been partners in this sector for some
time. “As a result of our collective efforts,
Shanghai DS has developed a unified audio
and video communication system,” Mr. Lei
said. “This system integrates eLTE dedicated
network communication systems with systems
for alarms, dispatching platforms, incident
analysis, planning management, IP contact
centers, intelligent video surveillance, and
geographical information.”
Several countries have deployed this solution to date, including Kenya, Ghana, and
Laos. The solution consists of an Emergency
Command Center (ECC) system, an Internet
Protocol Contact Center (IPCC) system,
and an eLTE broadband trunking system,
providing secure, reliable, and integrated
emergency command services. Shanghai
DS provides the ECC service software, and
Huawei provides the IPCC and eLTE systems. The three systems communicate using
IP networks.
The IPCC connects with phones on the
Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN)
and Public Land Mobile Network (PLMN)
through Huawei Universal Audio Processor
(UAP) call distributors using Signaling
System No. 7 (SS7). The solution has the
following technical advantages:
• Seamless System Integration: The ECC
can obtain the locations of trunking terminals
and display the terminal locations on a map.
With the location information, the system
can implement functions such as backtracking the locations of terminals and initiating
voice calls and short messages to users in a
specific area.
• Digital Trunking: This high-bandwidth
solution supports transmission of voice and
video data. Group call setup delay is less than
300 ms, and floor pre-emption delay is less than
150 ms. The solution can work in the 400 MHz,

Huawei has deployed
76 eLTE commercial
networks and won
contracts for 142
more. Huawei will
continue to provide
eLTE pipelines, APIs,
open modules, and
cooperative platforms,
and help partners
take advantage of
eLTE technology
to develop end-toend communication
solutions for a variety
of end users. >>

800 MHz, 1.4 GHz, and 1.8 GHz frequency
bands, allowing networking between
eNodeBs elements and terminals as well
as communications of terminals with one
another. The solution can also transfer calls
initiated by trunking terminals.
• Call Center Reliability: The Computer
Telephony Integration (CTI) functionality
and UAP improve reliability by using hotbackup redundancy and load balancing.
The first joint venture for Shanghai DS
Communication and Huawei was on a project to build a police ECC in Vientiane, the
capital of Laos. The two companies integrated the following products:
• Emergency-handling software.
• Wired/wireless dispatching system based
on Huawei’s eLTE broadband trunking system.
• Geographic Information System.
• Emergency analysis system.
• Contingency plan management system.
• IPCC system.
Additionally, a terminal system facilitates
interaction between the command center and
19 police stations.
Using a variety of high-availability capabilities, the ECC provides reliable services
under emergency conditions. For example,
the use of distributed emergency reception centers helps balance services among
multiple areas. The systems integrate police
resources to achieve load sharing and reduce
the time needed to handle reported emergencies. People can report emergencies through
phone calls, Short Message Service (SMS),
web, email, fax, and video.

Urban Rail Communications
Also in the eLTE session, Wu Zheng, Chief
Engineer of Shenzhen Communication
Technology Co. Ltd. (SCT), described his
company’s cooperation with Huawei on an
urban rail transit project. “SCT and Huawei
developed a solution that combines Huawei’s
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eLTE technology with SCT’s vehiclemounted devices and dispatch systems,”
Mr. Wu said. “The solution enables metro
operators to deploy a stable and secure trainto-ground wireless broadband network that
supports multiple services, including passenger information, closed-circuit television,
voice trunking, and ticketing systems.”
This solution has been deployed for
several rail systems, including Ethiopia’s
Addis Ababa City Light Rail Transit system,
which was completed in October 2015. The
new railway line connects the urban centers
with the industrial areas of Ethiopia’s capital
city. Huawei provided end-to-end eLTE and
related communication systems to support
vehicle-mounted devices and dispatching
systems provided by SCT. Additionally, the
China Railway Eryuan Engineering Group
provided the railway’s signaling system.
Major features of the eLTE wireless network include:
• Ultra-wideband technology that enables
wireless dispatch and a variety of other
services. Using this network for multiple
services reduces the number of trackside
devices needed.
• A nine-level hierarchy of Quality of
Service (QoS) capabilities that ensure that
the network meets the needs for real-time
services with concurrent support for voice
dispatch and other data transmissions.
• LTE technology that covers a 1,200-meter
radius for each base station, which enables
the Addis Ababa system to use just four baseband units and nine radio remote units to
cover all 39 stations over the entire 31 km rail
line. Using so few devices results in a MeanTime-Between-Failure (MTBF) of more than
150,000 hours — a reliability factor of over
99.999 percent. If and when the rail line is
extended, the eLTE infrastructure can easily
be replicated adjacent to the trackbed.
In addition to the eLTE wireless communication system, Huawei’s contribution

to the project included a closed-circuit,
High-Definition (HD) video system and an
optical transmission network. HD cameras
and access devices were deployed along the
tracks, and the video streams are stored in a
central facility that includes a Huawei video
management system.

SAP for Industry 4.0
Sun Dunsheng, SAP Chief Industrial
Architect for the Greater China Region
Global Partner Operation Department,
described a solution developed by SAP and
Huawei for the oil industry. “Our joint solution provides full wireless network coverage
to support production, management, and
operations for the oil industry over dedicated
eLTE broadband networks,” Mr. Sun said.
“On-site personnel can send dispatches
through voice-trunked handheld terminals
anytime, anywhere, including the transmission of real-time video and production
information to the operations management
center.”
Support for real-time transmission of
oil production operations includes Health,
Safety, and Environment (HSE) and logistics
data. Based on these inputs, a central facility
can manage production across multiple sites
and conduct real-time Big Data analysis
using the SAP HANA platform that uses
the SAP Predictive Maintenance Service
(PdMS).

| By Alan Gatherer, CTO, Baseband SoC, and Miguel Dajer, Vice President, Wireless Access Department,
Huawei Technologies, Inc.

uawei is already demonstrating 5G capability in the field, but work remains in order to reduce the
cost and power consumption of the new 5G Air Interface (5GAI) algorithms. Initial commercial
solutions will have to increase their level of flexibility to support uncertainty in 5G requirements.
But, at the same time, the computational complexity of 5G is at least an order of magnitude more per site
compared to 4G. This provides teams working on the System-on-a-Chip (SoC) development with a unique
challenge, the magnitude of which has not been seen since the late 1990s when we moved from voice-only
2G into a mixture of Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM), Enhanced Data rates for Global
Evolution (EDGE), and Wideband Code-Division Multiple Access (WCDMA). Huawei is committed to
providing flexible solutions with best-in-class algorithm performance while minimizing the cost and power
to the overall base station system. We outline below some of the challenges to that goal and how they may be
overcome.

Alan Gatherer

H

Real-Time Flexibility Required
One of the main complaints about the WCDMA
standard was that it had too many parameters to
control, making it difficult to take advantage of its
many new features. LTE provided more performance

while simplifying the overall complexity of the
system. With 5G, we are seeing a short-term need
for flexibility, as is usual, due to uncertainty in the
evolution of the standard. This uncertainty will continue to influence SoC and board-level development

Miguel Dajer

5G baseband
SoC needs a
paradigm shift
in air interface
flexibility,
deployment
scalability,
and service
orientation. >>

Innovation Centers
Huawei has established 31 joint innovation
centers globally for eLTE solution development. Partners take advantage of these centers to test the hardware and software functionality of Huawei products to refine their
solutions and develop new, tightly integrated
capabilities.
Moving forward, Huawei is creating increasingly powerful eLTE ecosystems to
spur further innovation.▲
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through 2020 at the very least. But we also
see a more fundamental move from seeing
the base station as a “black box” bit pipe
to the higher layers of the protocol, and to
a ‘service provider’ enabler that is aware
of certain application requirements that are
using the network and will respond with
carefully tailored service-centric solutions.
In particular, the standards community
has converged around three distinct radio
access types for 5G: massive Machine
Type Communication (MTC), enhanced
Mobile Broadband (eMBB), and UltraReliable Communication (URC) and Low
Latency. So, 5G SoC must be able to
support a mixture of these three 5GAIs.
Indeed, it is expected that the balance of
these three 5GAIs will vary quite rapidly
with time due to the transient nature of the
Internet of Things (IoT) that 5G is designed
to support. Therefore, the allocation of
resources in a 5G environment is required
to be time-based and flexible, whereas now
the SoC is a service provider of “virtual
channels” to the network. To minimize cost
and power in the baseband, we will allow
resources to move flexibly between virtual
channels to achieve the necessary Quality
of Service (QoS) or will otherwise be
forced to allocate the worst-case resources
for each channel type, which would not
be cost effective. Baseband SoC requires
real-time access to services, but traditional
virtualization techniques make real time
worse, not better. A new form of virtualized
service support needs further development.

A Shift in Complexity
Huawei and others have noted that the
complexity of the 5GAI is an order of
magnitude greater than the 4GAI. The
most obvious culprit in this complexity
spike is the use of massive Multi-Input
Multi-Output (MIMO), which dramatically
increases the front-end complexity of
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signal processing and also increases the
rate at which the SoC must absorb antenna
data to produce a certain user data rate.
This rate of processing and data movement
is large enough to require a paradigm
shift in the baseband SoC architecture. In
other words, we cannot just “beef up” the
existing SoC platform. An additional level
of difficulty has been introduced to cope
with each of the three basic AIs described
in the last section. The need is for massive
processing and flexibility to become a
strong requirement. Besides the spike in
complexity per Hz of radio bandwidth, we
will see larger bandwidths per channel, at
least in broadband, and this will further
reduce the number of channels per SoC.
Combined with the slowing (or maybe
death) of Moore’s famous law of silicon
process evolution, this complexity spike
will reverse the trend of the last fifteenplus years — that the number of channels
per SoC increases with every generation.
We may find ourselves moving from the
“channels per SoC” mentality back to the
“SoCs per channel” mentality of the early
1990s. This will require a rethink of the
SoC interfaces as well as how we program,
configure, and schedule functionality on
the SoC.

Scalable SoC Supports Diverse Air
Interfaces
“Small Cells” and Cloud-RAN (C-RAN)
are mature concepts. WCDMA and LTE
remain principally macrocell-based
radio access technologies. Small Cells
have made recent progress in volumes
deployed, as has C-RAN. Together, they
share a small footprint in deployed networks. As long as alternative deployments
such as Small Cell and C-RAN are kept
limited, the industry is able to support
a macrocell SoC architecture that can
be modified to support these secondary

deployment types — though perhaps with
less efficiency. For 5GAI, this will not
be the case. The industry expects Small
Cells and C-RAN to capture a significant
share of the business as unlicensed
5GAI deployments begin to be used very
creatively in ultra-dense environments.
We have to design a 5G SoC architecture
able to efficiently support a wide variety
of deployments. This does not mean that
there is a single chip for all of them but,
in order to manage the cost of R&D, we
are developing a unified architecture from
which it is easy to spin out small and large
quantities of mixed components. A scalable architecture is our key requirement.
Our goal is to have SoC components that
support a mixture of Small Cells and
macrocells that use Remote Radio Heads
(RRH) to ‘fronthaul’ the antenna data, or
some mildly processed version of antenna
data, back to a shared processing point
that also supports a traditional macrocell.
This is not uncommon in LTE today, and
we will see more of it in future ultra-dense
deployments.

5G is a paradigm shift
from 4G in ways unlike the
transition from 3G to 4G.
Huawei is committed to the
aggressive deployment
of technologies that will
enable 5G to achieve its
potential as quickly as
possible and is taking
steps to move forward
quickly. >>

of data movement is increasing rapidly.
Traditionally, the industry has kept the cost
of packaging well below ten percent of
the total SoC cost, which has limited us to
simple aluminum tops on flip chips or heat
spreaders. 5G is causing the industry to
rethink this equation by using more exotic
package designs and heat dissipation
technologies that will lead to an increasing
percentage of SoC costs in the packaging.
It may be comforting to remember that
we faced a similar uncertainty when the
industry moved from ‘wire bond’ to the
then exotic ‘flip chip’ technology. The
potential technologies at our disposal
include multichip modules using silicon
substrates, die stacking with fly wires
(mostly for memory), die stacking with
Through-Silicon Vias (TSVs), alternative
on-chip memory such as Magneto-resistive
Random Access Memory (MRAM), and
cooling technology beyond simple forced
air. Several of these are already in-use in
our cell phone solutions and, though the
problem for 5G base stations is not quite
the same, we can learn from that experience.

New Packaging to the Rescue
Many of the problems mentioned above
cannot be solved by SoC architecture improvements alone. For instance the higher
bandwidth I/O for the SoC will continue
to be limited by the bandwidth of the
Serializer/Deserializer (SerDes) and DDR
memory — which are both improving
over successive technical generations but
not at rates that suit all of our needs. Also,
the solder-bump spacing of packaging is
at a standstill, and we are running out of
space for the data to connect to external
traces. A 64-bit DDR, for instance, can
take up most of one side of a chip package
and, though the amount of data storage
required for 5GAI is mitigated by a shorter
Transmission Time Interval (TTI), the rate

Paradigm Shifts Need Paradigm
Shifts
The general conclusion of this discussion is
that 5G is a paradigm shift from 4G in ways
unlike the transition from 3G to 4G — even
when accounting for the dramatic change in
the air interface from 3G to 4G. The current
paradigm shift in SoC architecture must
be part of a larger shift at the board and
packaging level. Huawei is committed to
the aggressive deployment of technologies
that will enable 5G to achieve its potential
as quickly as possible and is taking steps to
move forward quickly, not only with field
demonstrations of the 5GAI, but also the
development of effective cost and power
solutions for mass deployment.▲
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Cloudcasting for
Multi-Tenant Data Centers
Kiran Makhijani

A new
architecture for
highly scalable,
multi-tenant data
centers. >>

| By Kiran Makhijani, Senior Staff Engineer, Network Technologies Group, Huawei Technologies, Inc.

T

he growing use of cloud-based services is driving demand for virtualized compute, storage, and
network resources. Although storage and compute virtualization have matured, network virtualization
technologies still depend on traditional network routing architectures. Present-day network
virtualization solutions do not effectively support cloud-centric application environments. A converged
network virtualization framework for multi-tenant cloud data centers is needed to support efficient, elastic, and
agile commercial-scale applications in the cloud.

Preparing for the Future
Cloudcasting is a new routing scheme for virtual
networks that represents a paradigm shift from the
expected direction of network virtualization development by providing an elastic, distributed network
infrastructure composed of independent frameworks
that support cloud-centric applications.
A cloud-centric architecture must exhibit three
essential characteristics: 1) elastic and scalable
(horizontal), 2) non-monolithic (distributed), and
3) infrastructure independent (virtualized). In contrast, the traditional network virtualization technology
designs are based on predetermined resource allocations that scale only in the vertical dimension.
Advanced data centers often deploy network
overlays, such as Virtual Extensible LAN (VxLAN)
or Network Virtualization using Generic Routing
Encapsulation (NVGRE), to support multi-tenancy
and network virtualization. Network overlays scale
better than traditional technologies but are not
independent of the shared IP fabric (or infrastructure
network) because these solutions are primarily data
plane focused and rely on either SDN orchestrations
or infrastructure network protocols, such as Border
Gateway Protocol-Ethernet Virtual Private Networks
(BGP-EVPNs), for the construction of virtual networks and the distribution of virtual routes for their
tenants.
At cloud-scale, this is clearly not sustainable
because of the complexity of provisioning and
operating tens of thousands of virtual networks. It is
also difficult for heterogeneous tenant environments
to interoperate across multiple geographies due to the
lack of a single, unified control plane.
In a Cloudcasting framework, the underlying infra-
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structure and virtual networks evolve independently
at this scale by employing a client-server model.
The server component is provided by infrastructure
networks, and many tenant (virtual) networks represent the clients that consume infrastructure resources
on demand. In other words, tenant networks are
indifferent to the infrastructure topology and routing
protocols.

their presence and membership interests to the
CRP, a designated, central authority, via the CSP,
a network virtualization edge element.
The CSP and CRP elements communicate using the CCC protocol to facilitate auto-discovery
and route distribution within each network.

Building Dynamically
In Cloudcasting, tenant or client networks are
expressed as VXNs. A VXN in a Cloudcasting
network is represented by a unique identifier with
‘global’ significance. The CRP enables the VXN
instances on a shared IP fabric to be discovered.
The CSP participates in both auto-discovery
and auto-route distribution. To establish a forwarding path between two endpoints of a virtual
network, a CSP first registers with the CRP and

then forms peer connections with other CSPs
provided by the CRP to exchange routing information. On the data-forwarding plane, a CSP
builds a virtual Forwarding Information Base
(vFIB) table on a per-VXN basis and routes and
switches traffic to the destination virtual networks
on remote CSPs.
A CRP is a single logical entity that stores, maintains, and manages information about CSPs and
their VXN participation. The CRP distributes VXN
information to relevant CSPs so they can form peer
connections and exchange virtual network routes
automatically. The CRP, however, remains independent of changes in the vFIB table data.
A simple two-step process is used to deploy Cloudcasting in a multi-tenant data center: 1) create user clouds/virtual networks, and

A Cloudcasting
framework provides an
architecture based on
three building blocks:
1) a virtualization
enabler function for
network segmentation
within and across
sites, 2) a robust
control plane for
agile virtual networks
distribution, and 3) a
scalable data plane for
traffic forwarding. >>

Converged Architecture
A Cloudcasting framework provides an architecture
based on three building blocks: 1) a virtualization
enabler function for network segmentation within and
across sites, 2) a robust control plane for agile virtual
networks distribution, and 3) a scalable data plane for
traffic forwarding.
With these three building blocks at its core, the
Cloudcasting framework provides a highly converged
solution for dynamic and elastic virtual networks that
uses a new control-plane signaling protocol, builtin auto discovery, and a dynamic route distribution
mechanism. The Cloudcasting framework also offers
flexible data-plane encapsulation called Generic
Virtualization Encapsulation (GVE) to carry any address type or family within a tenant network, with the
capacity to scale up to 256 million networks.
This new signaling protocol called Cloudcasting
Control Protocol (CCC) is comprised of two functional elements: a Cloud Switch Point (CSP) and a
Cloud Rendezvous Point (CRP), which is accessible
by all the CSPs.
A ‘Cloudcasting network’ is a multi-tenant IP
network that routes traffic within a single virtual
network or between virtual networks. Tenant clouds
called Virtual Extensible Networks (VXNs) announce

Cloudcasting Architecture Building Blocks
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deploy Cloudcasting
in a multi-tenant data
center: 1) create
user clouds/virtual
networks, and 2) push
VXN as Extensible
Markup Language
(XML). >>
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2) push VXN as Extensible Markup Language
(XML).
A minimal configuration is required for the
CRP location on each CSP and the Cloudcasting
system auto-discovers itself. Then, data center
administration software is used to create and
push the virtual network profiles into the CSPs.
As the profiles get applied on CSPs, connectivity is automatically established without further
intervention.
With Cloudcasting, some operations that
would typically require careful planning can be
performed with a simple change. For example,
consider that in an application network a specific
Virtual Machine (VM) has been compromised
and needs to be quarantined. In a Cloudcasting
system, the operator simply creates a profile
change to move the VM from the application

network to the quarantine network. As this new
profile change is applied on the attached CSP, the
protocol triggers an update to the peer CSPs in
the application network and the VM is automatically moved out to the quarantine network.
Protecting VxLAN Investments
The flexibility and extensibility of Cloudcasting
protocol is best explained as a unified controlplane that interoperates with VxLANs. While
Cloudcasting has its own data-plane encapsulation,
which is far more efficient and supports a higher
number of virtual networks, the CCC protocol
easily supports VxLAN encapsulation in the data
plane. This capability offers a key advantage by allowing a migration path from the limitations at the
present-day scale of 16 to 256 million networks. It
also protects equipment investments in VxLANbased hardware.

•

• Single Protocol Clouds

Cloudcasting is much more than a data center
virtualization technology. Envisioned for cloudscale, the same CCC protocol easily connects
multiple data center sites without scalability
constraints. This promising feature reduces the
number of protocols required to operate a data
center, and thus achieves efficient, multi-site
tenant connectivity.
Cloudcasting-enabled data center connections
are facilitated by dual-tunneling scenarios. The
single-tunnel scenario connects the ends of a
virtual network if the infrastructure addresses of
the CSPs are public. In the second scenario, the
Cloudcasting gateway serves CSPs in private address spaces using multiple GVE tunnels without
the need to deploy more complex VPN technologies common in other user and tenant networks.

Cloudcasting is a
truly converged
technology for virtual
networks, clouds,
and VPNs. No matter
the underlying
network, any and
all types of virtual
tenant networks
can be constructed
efficiently using
Cloudcasting. >>

• Hosted VPN Services

To save on capital expenditures and equipment costs, many enterprises prefer a hybridcloud approach in which native services are
located securely on the enterprises’ premises
and external-facing applications are pushed to
a public cloud.
In scenarios of this type, Cloudcasting enables
traditional L2/L3 VPN services to operate on the
outside of the data-center network.
Cloudcasting seamlessly connects private
clouds with enterprise VPNs hosted in public
clouds. Tenant data-center gateways in public
clouds peer with enterprise-edge gateways to establish private GVE tunnels with the assistance
of CRPs.
It’s important to emphasize that none of the
examples illustrated here describes an infrastructure network or topology. As long as CRP and
CSP infrastructure reachability are known, the
remaining functions of Cloudcasting are established automatically. This gives customers the
flexibility to choose the infrastructure network
that suits their physical resource layout and lets
the virtual networks evolve independently.

Final Thoughts
Cloudcasting is a truly converged technology
for virtual networks, clouds, and VPNs. No
matter the underlying network, any and all types
of virtual tenant networks can be constructed
efficiently using Cloudcasting.
Cloudcasting is differentiated from other
network-virtualization methods by providing
an elastic, independently scalable control plane
with the agility to auto-distribute virtual routes
to other CSPs.
Cloudcasting’s tenant routing system offers
a virtualized network abstraction at a low cost
to provision. Cloudcasting has applications not
only in the data center, but in the service provider space as well. Cloudcasting is an excellent
default protocol for virtual networks, similar to
how BGP has progressed to become a de-facto
protocol for the Internet.▲
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Transformation of Banks
in the Digital Era
Robert Rooks

Banks must
install and
operate agile,
innovative, and
secure IT and
communications
platforms. >>
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| By Robert Rooks, Partner, Financial Services Industry Clients and Markets Leader, China, Deloitte Touche
Tohmatsu Limited

Omni-channels
create a multidimensional
service delivery
network that
transforms physical
branches and
improves the digital
channels with
a seamless and
consistent service
experience. >>

T

he proliferation of mobile devices and Information Technology (IT) has changed corporate landscapes
and business models, as customers seek electronic, virtual, and mobile experiences.
The banking industry is challenged by the “anytime, anywhere” concept, which promises customers service whenever and wherever they need it; in addition, new entrants in the industry are disaggregating
traditional banking, which is impacting assets, liabilities, and intermediary businesses.

Banks need digitization and IT support to transform
channels, products, services, and customer service
methods. New strategies include omni-channel,
cross-sector ‘intelligent’ banking platforms. Because
Agile IT capabilities are the foundation of digitalization, banks must build flexible, accurate, innovative,
communicative, and secure IT, and improve cloud
computing, Big Data, and channels.
The Internet is a critical part of people’s daily lives.
Between 2000 and 2014, the global Internet penetration rate has increased from 6.7 percent to 40.4 percent, with a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR)
of 17 percent. Global Internet usage is expected to
reach approximately 30 billion by the end of 2014.
Smartphones are projected to become the primary
mobile connection terminals in the next five years,
and the number of smartphones with Internet connections is predicted to grow from 18 billion in 2013 to
52.32 billion in 2019, with a CAGR of 19 percent.
Usage of other devices will drop from 50 billion in
2013 to 38.31 billion in 2019, with a CAGR of minus
four percent. Global monthly data usage should grow
from 1.5 Exabytes (EB) in 2013, to 24.3 EB in 2019,
with a CAGR of 57 percent.
More than 50 percent of consumers use their mobile devices — principally smartphones and tablets
— at least once an hour, establishing them as an
important part of daily life.
The Internet is changing the relationship between
consumers and physical money. With technology companies providing more convenient financial services
via the mobile Internet, customers prefer to conduct
transactions over their mobile devices. However,
the lack of investment in technology innovation and
limitations imposed by regulation provide new entrants
an opportunity to compete in the financial markets.

Challenges in the Internet Era
The Mobile Internet is reshaping social behaviors
and business models. Customers want to connect
with their financial institutions anytime, anywhere.
As behaviors change, customer loyalty is harder to
maintain and requests become increasingly demanddriven.
New Customer Behaviors and Expectations
• Decreased Loyalty: Only 44 percent of customers
trust their financial service providers.
• Expect Personalized Products: 44 percent of
customers use social media platforms to share their
banking experiences and express their desires for
customized service.
• Expect “Anytime, Anywhere” Accessibility: 84
percent of customers always carry their phones and
expect ever more convenient transaction methods.
• More Self-Informed: Customers acquire information via multiple channels and expect to get simple
and transparent product information through various
websites and social media platforms.
New Customer Needs
Because of customer demands for “anytime, anywhere” accessibility and a preference for mobile
banking services (especially transactions), traditional
models based on physical branches no longer meet
customers’ needs.
Knowing What Customers Need
Banks must apply Big Data technology to profile
customer needs and offer personalized services.
Deloitte’s study shows that personalized services
(custom products, personalized pricing, and targeted
marketing) improve deposit scale, product sales, and
payment volume by 59, 87, and 34 percent, respectively.
Disaggregating the Banking Value Chain
Emerging Financial-Technology (FinTech) com-

•

•

•

•

panies, such as Kickstarter, Square, Simple, and
Prosper have disaggregated the traditional banking
value chain by focusing on a niche segment of the
banking service that provides specialized services
and has cut the traditional connection between
banks and customers. Additionally, Internet giants
such as Amazon, Google, and Apple have extended
and integrated their service value chain with financial services.
Some results of these new entrants include:
• Internet lending captures market share from the
banking asset business.
• E-commerce retailers are using customer data
depositories to carry out lending businesses in more
efficient ways.
• Quasi-saving products are being offered by
technology companies, resulting in lost customer
deposits in traditional banks.
• Third-party payment platforms are shifting
the payment landscape and are enabling technology companies to acquire customers and create
cross- and up-sell opportunities for other financial
products.
• Emerging online portals for financial products
impact the banks’ intermediary role through convenience and accessibility.

Omni-Channel Strategy
Omni-channels create a multi-dimensional service
delivery network that transforms physical branches
and improves the digital channels with a seamless
and consistent service experience.
Physical Channel Transformation
Like leading retailers Apple and Starbucks, banks
should transform physical channels from transaction-centered to socially centered, whereby
customers treat branches as part of their daily lives
by adding value-added digital services, including
access to mobile online banking and ATMs. Banks
should also reinforce the physical branch for those
customers who prefer face-to-face communication.
According to Deloitte, the following trends will
emerge in physical channel transformation:
• More emphasis will be placed on tailored
financial advice, based on customers’ personalized
needs; traditional branch functions (teller services
and limited financial advice) will weaken.
• Branches’ presence will improve Know-YourClient (KYC) and client onboarding processes.
Digital Channel Improvement
To improve their digital channels, banks should do
the following:
• Upgrade Online Banking: 1) Simplify the

•

•
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process and provide direct banking, and 2) Build
application-based gateways that link customers’
daily lives to financial services.
• Explore Mobile Banking: 1) Promote mobile
banking with built-in features, 2) Develop mobile
financial applications that incorporate both parties’
products and services, and 3) Develop mobile
money/payment solutions.
• Leverage Social Media Platforms: 1) Enrich
and improve the efficacy of branding channels
and launch marketing campaigns, and 2) Learn
customers’ needs and expectations through social
media platforms and enhance the overall experience.
Multi-Channel Integration
Banks should ensure that customers in different
channels are presented with a consistent user experience. The future omni-channel should be
focused on the mobile Internet with support from
branches, ATMs, call centers, and the PC Internet.

•

Cross-Sector Platform Strategy
Banks should develop cross-sector platforms that
include the following components:
• Integrated customer resources to promote customer acquisition.
• An Online-to-Offline (O2O) service advantage, distinct from Internet companies.
• One-stop financial services tailored for the
Internet channel.
• Function platforms that integrate up and downstream businesses, including products, lifestyles,
consumption patterns, and investment management.

Smart Bank Strategy
The smart bank strategy profiles customer needs
by applying Big Data technology and cloud computing. Banks can now conduct in-depth analysis
of customer behavior patterns to proactively manage customer relationships.
Customer Experience
Implementing Big Data technology moves banks
from a narrow understanding of their customers to multi-dimensional insights. Smart banks

•
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The smart bank
strategy profiles
customer needs
by applying Big
Data technology
and cloud
computing.
Banks can now
conduct indepth analysis
of customer
behavior
patterns to
proactively
manage
customer
relationships. >>

provide superior customer experiences via touchpoints discovered through the use of Big Data
analytics.
Cloud Computing
Cloud computing and open platforms provide
optimal solutions for banks’ business systems. An
open platform IT system supports a bank’s realtime transactions and provides dynamic, continuous
operation.
Cloud technology is a shared, demand-driven
service, which includes the following service
types:
• SaaS: Software-as-a-Service customers run
finished applications directly from the cloud
service provider without local installation. Banks
reduce costs for desktop system management, and
customer and product management by using SaaS
in software applications.
• PaaS: Platform-as-a-Service business models
provide server-side applications. Customers use or
develop platforms via the Internet without installing local software. Banks apply PaaS to internal
safety controls to protect the security and integrity
of data at low cost.
• IaaS: Infrastructure-as-Service customers
access services via the computer infrastructure on
a cloud platform. Banks use IaaS as an agent to
implement private cloud platforms.
Cloud platforms have the following classifications:
• Public Cloud: A public cloud is external to a
client’s premises, subscription-based, and shared
by multiple tenants. It is scalable, elastic, and can
be accessed via the Internet.
• Private Cloud: A private cloud is exclusive,
controllable, and mostly managed internally. It is
scalable, with elasticity constraints, and mainly
accessed via private links.
• Hybrid Cloud: A hybrid cloud is a mixture
of private and public cloud environments. For
example, data is stored in private premises, but
other infrastructure is shared in the public cloud.
Cloud technology introduces the following
competitive advantages to the financial industry:
• Cost Reduction: Cloud technology transfers

•

large capital expenditures into small-scale operational expenses and provides higher-quality storage
and backup services with lower costs. By rebuilding
the traditional data warehouse and offering distributed services via a centralized resource pool, banks
integrate application systems, significantly lower the
IT development and operating costs, and improve the
utilization rate of servers.
• Business Continuity: Cloud technology delivers
advanced data protection, repair, and disaster recovery: 1) Usage-by-need reduces disaster recovery
costs, 2) No need for a self-constructed data center
reduces the inconvenience of hardware purchases,
applications, and maintenance, and 3) Fault-tolerant
cloud architecture shortens recovery time and speeds
recovery objectives.
Deloitte believes that IaaS could be an entry point for
banks to build private cloud platforms and structure an
IT resource pool that serves the entire bank via virtualization and subsequent “migration to the cloud.”
Many banks and suppliers in China are promoting cloud technology applications. For example,
Huawei plans to employ cloud-computing, business
transformation from mainframes and minicomputers
to constructing x86-based open-source platforms for
many major banks and financial institutions.
Big Data
To fully support a digitization strategy and transform
into ‘intelligent’ banks, banking institutions must
use Big Data technology to support cross-sector
platforms and omni-channels.
The challenges with implementing Big Data are as
follows:
• Business Objective and Knowledge Gap: 1) Objectives of CEOs don’t align with Big Data ideas,
2) Gaps in the data storage and processing strategies,
3) Lack of CIO direction, and 4) Lack of knowledge
of Big Data management tools or training.
• Cost Overruns and Budget Constraints: 1) Banks’
traditional data governance and management practices did not anticipate and do not support Big Data
requirements, which can lead to costly and delayed
data analytics projects, and 2) Cost-benefit models
require significant upfront costs, including the incorporation of new tools such as Hadoop.

•

Omni-Channel Long-Distance Banking
Banks should provide three-dimensional, consistent
services with multiple touch-points. However, the
construction and operational costs are high, while
services and cross-selling efficiencies are low.
IT manufacturers should promote remote banking
system solutions to implement omni-channel technology, accelerate bank branch transformation, and
satisfy the following business needs:
• Fuse different business types and methods; provide remote, fast, and timely service; and share top
expert resources.
• Extend service to physically remote branches.
• Build new branches quickly and share business
among branches; replace 90 percent of branch activities to self-service IT to reduce operating costs.
• Coordinate with other banks within the country;
implement a self-service banking strategy; provide
24/7 ‘one-stop’ services; and raise customer satisfaction significantly.
Huawei has helped many local banks extend services to airport waiting rooms, hotels, office buildings,
and residential and remote areas. These banks offer
various banking services, such as opening accounts,
ordering checks, financing, etc., ultimately satisfying
customers’ desire for anytime, anywhere service.

Technology is the
future for banks
— in short, banks
must implement
digital strategies,
construct a digital
ecosystem, and
promote digital
transformation
to become super
powers in the
Internet financial
realm. >>

Conclusion
Development and technological change is moving our
society to a digital world. The Internet and interactive
models are shifting customers’ behaviors and expectations. With innovative financial service models, IT
development outside of the banking industry has
disaggregated the value chain of traditional banks,
with a large impact on corporate assets, liabilities, and
intermediary business activities.
Technology is the future for banks — in short,
banks must implement digital strategies, construct a
digital ecosystem, and promote digital transformation
to become super powers in the Internet financial
realm.▲
From: ‘Transformation and Reconstruction of
Banks in the Digital Era — Agile IT Boosts Banking
Digitization,’ Deloitte.
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Cloud:
A Future Invented by You
Kevin Kelly

Noted futurist
Kevin Kelly
discusses the
future of the
cloud, the drivers
of the cloud, how
it is disrupting
business
models, why
artificial
intelligence will
be everywhere…
and why you are
not too late to
the party. >>

| By Kevin Kelly, Senior Maverick, Wired Magazine

T

he cloud is going to be as ubiquitous as air — a place we will inhabit every day, but unaware we are
there. A place so ubiquitous we only become aware of its absence. The cloud will be a shared ubiquity
the likes of which has never been present before.

Three Drivers
The cloud is possible because of the convergence of
three factors that are each accelerating very rapidly
— data, bandwidth, and intelligence.
Data
Data is the one thing that we’re making more of than
anything else. Expanding at the rate of 66 percent per
year, it is literally an explosion. We have exabytes,
zettabytes, yottabytes, and are actually running out of
terms. We can barely sense the scale of it or how to
manufacture or manipulate data at this rate. But this
new mega scale for information presents a tremendous opportunity — anything that can be measured
will be measured, and anything that can be tracked
will be tracked. As sensors get smaller we will track
everything. No matter your business these days, you
are in a data business. This makes the cloud happen.
Bandwidth
Bandwidth is expanding rapidly, going wireless, and
reaching everywhere. My prediction is that in a couple of years the total amount of traffic over wireless

•

•

will exceed the total traffic over wires. The car will
become the new office, with way more bandwidth
than your home. Bandwidth is the secret ingredient
— as it expands, so does the cloud.
Intelligence
The third factor is Artificial Intelligence — AI. Bits
of AI are in computers and robots, but the most essential AI will come over the cloud. Even robots will
get their AI from the cloud.
Google, Baidu, Microsoft, and Facebook have very
large cloud-based AIs, but they are private clouds.
These companies are not selling AI as a service.
Within four years, companies like Amazon will
offer IQ and AI as a cloud service for things like
data crunching and image recognition. Already, AI is
better than most doctors at reading X-rays, most legal
experts at interpreting evidence, and most pilots, who
fly aircraft for only about eight minutes a flight.
These AIs are being served by the cloud. It’s IQas-a-service. You plug in and purchase as much IQ as
you want.

•

AI is necessary for the cloud and its huge data to
make sense. As more people use AI, the smarter it
will get. The smarter it gets, the more people will use
it. AI will drive cloud development for at least the
next 20 years.

X + AI = Service
Take “X” and imagine how to make it a service on
the cloud. That’s the real agenda — to take a physical
something and add AI to make it smarter.
Right now, about 9,000 different cloud-based
services are trying things like food-as-a-service,
furniture-as-a-service, and toys-as-a-service. This AI
is not happening in startups; it’s being served on the
cloud.
In this new business model, value will be found
in a product’s smartness, its customization, and suitability to the home or environment. Take a furnace,
make it really smart, and it functions like software.
All hardware will move to the cloud and behave like
software.
The cloud provides scalability, low capitalization,
instant startup, easy prototyping, location independence, and device independence. Your phone, laptop,
tablet, even a big theater, will all share the same
ecosystem. Its scope and scale make our environment very adaptable, more organic… more like an
ecosystem than a machine. And ecosystem is a good
word, because it is biological, a better image for adding physical things to the cloud, because it suggests a
rainforest, not a clock.

don’t really know how to do yet. But I predict that by
2025, 50 percent of cloud computing will happen at
the edges, not in server farms.

Distributed Everything
How do we implement distributed security in the
cloud without passwords safely stored somewhere, or
without a firewall? Everything gets protected at the
edge. So how do we secure identity in a distributed
way with no central agency for validation and authorization?
Bitcoin is a peer-to-peer currency in which security is not guaranteed by a bank but by a distributed
accounting technology behind the core block chain.
A block chain is a very clever way to distribute
security over a cloud because the authority and identity of individuals do not reside in a single place.
Many Silicon Valley startups and Wall Street firms
are investing money into block chain technology,
because it’s adaptable to distributed service on the
cloud. Healthcare, education, and making predictions
and forecasts can all be done in a very different way
on the cloud, but we have yet to capitalize on these
opportunities.

One thing we
know for sure is
that we are just
at the beginning,
Day One, of the
cloud. And that
means you are
not late. >>

True Global Society
One very large planetary cloud is challenging for
nations, states, corporations, and individuals because
we lack experience at this level. In fact, the cloud is
expanding so fast that it will soon exceed the total
computational resources of all humans on this planet.
The future is arriving very fast.

Mesh Networking
We typically think of information traveling up to a
cloud device and back down, with a Big Data farm at
its center. But with a mesh structure, communications
can take place peer to peer.
In a mesh version of the cloud, your phone communicates phone to phone, peer to peer, instead of
to a cell tower. Communication happens at the edges
of the cloud, with different things communicating
directly: a phone talking to a satellite, a satellite talking to a tractor, a tractor talking to a moisture sensor,
all operating in a distributed way.
This is the Internet of Things (IoT), which we
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You’re Not Late
To believe in this future, we have to loosen our minds
up. One thing we know for sure is that we are just at
the beginning, Day One, of the cloud. The greatest
products of the next 20 years have not been invented
yet. In 20 years, we’ll be talking about things that
don’t exist today. That means that you get to invent
those greatest products. And that means you are not
late.▲
From Kevin Kelly’s ‘Huawei Cloud Congress 2015’
keynote speech, September 18, Shanghai, China.
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